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CHAUTAUQUA IS
READY FOR CROWD

PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING. JUNE 12 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.

HOLD-UP MEN USE
AX FOR WEAPON

Weather Proof Structure to
Protect Ptyons

Knock Down J. C. Cunningham on Fountain Avenue

WIII Seat Three Thousand and Afford Room for Them to Be
Comfortable.

Aged Citizen Attacked by Two Men In
lew of Two Boys, Who
(live Alarm,

NATURE'S

ELEVATED

SEATS.

Eleven circus days in succession
and with a different
performance
each day, would be the millenlum to
the small boy and not unpleasant to
the parents, who go just to carry him,
but in the Chautauqua, which opens
tomorrow evening, this air castle in
the boy's mind will become a reality
to his parents. A continuous program
of great variety has been arranged
and the facilities for enjoying this
mental feast are not one Sot less interesting.
The auditorium has something of
the air of a summer resort about it,
arranged for the comfort of people
with summer listlessness, where-they
can lounge and enjoy without putting
forth te energy that attends the
pleasures of
winter
attractions.
Whether this idea was studied or
not, it Is there, and in such details
as the arrangements of the seats.
These have been placed so far Apart
that the person who is an end seat
fiend, can drop down there and
those late arrivals can
walk past
him to the middle seats, without so
much as causing him to move his
legs. Then the delicious experience
of stretching out the legs, that le so
painfully absent in the formal theater, is but another feature.
Nature meet have anticipated , a
Chatauqua for Paducah, because the
hill on which the auditorium is built,
slopes gradually to. the platform affording a decline that gives the pereon in the rear as good a view of the
stage as those .on the first rows.
Back of the spacious seats, tiers of
seats rise to the top of the buildiog
where vool breezes float in and a fine
view of the audience as well as the
speakers and performers, can be had.
Sunsniny
days and moonlight
nights have been ordained by the
program committee, but the auditorium with its capacity of 3,004) is
weather proof. The elements have
been eliminated as a factor In the
success of this year's Chautauqua,
and the fact that the public expects
to attend whether or no, is shown in
the sale of 'season tickets. More
have been sold before the ?peeing
this year than laat year and all the
tents have been taken_ Chatauqua
avenue, just below the auditorium,
will be a populous street.
Ice water will be free and liberal
—another summery feature that will
make the crowds perfectly willing to
spend the day in the grounds. The
Woman's club have anticipated such
a desk"y arranging in the largest
tent, a tenet
room
where light
lunches can be gotten, but not at sum
met resort prices. There is not a
tinge of money-making in the whole
affair. Vehicles will not be allowed
inside the Chautauqua grounds but
they can be tied safely in the park.
toseseiess Tiviket RAIP.
crowds,
r For thd Convenience of
McPherson's
drug store, Fourth
street and Broadway, will be a downtown ticket office for the Chautauqua. The admission will be 25 cents
and the purchaser may remain in the
grounds all day on the one ticket.
Season tickets also will he sod for
$2 for adults, and 75 cents for children.

SECURE

NOTHING

FOR

10 CENTS PER WEEK

IBIGAMY CHARGES
FROM BROOKPORT

HENRY WATTERSCN SINS HE KNOWS A DEMOCRAT WHO CAN WIN.

Caw§
IT De'

Our.4 ‘N,
COWLIN't

Cause Arrest and Detention of
Joe Brith by Police This
Morning

cots,

DENIES

PAINS

THAT

HE

IS

GUILT,

Brookport officer Sari Prisoner Seal
One Wife Assay and Took Another There.

FA.11213.

Only a short tame after dusk and
In a thickly settk.d fashionable resiGenerally fair eseept occasional lo- dence section. J. C. Cunningham, an
WAITING
F0 R
REQUISITION
cal thunder showers tonight or Thurs- aged plasterer, was held up, then
day. Highest temperature yesterday, knocked down, and his pockets gone
61; lowest today, 64.
through by two robbers, one standing 'ever him with raised ax threatCharged with higafty, and outspoening his life it he made an outcry.
ken in his determitathet to give auMURDERS CHILD.
So quickly was the hold-up performthorities all the trothle be can. Joe
Indianapolis, Ind., June 12.—
ed, that two boys who were eye witFrith, alias Joe Johnson• who is said
Robert Jolly killed his sevennesaeo to it, did not realize that robby a reputable ocer to have served
year-old daughter, Gladys, this
bery was being committed. The roba term in the penitentiary in Kennum:tang by pouring carbolic
bers escaped and the aged 'plasterer
tucky for forgery, is under arrest in
acid doen her throat. He es5.•
was assisted home by Lee Duncan,
Paducah, heing held pending the recaped. No motive known.
near whose house the hold-up occurception of extradition papers. If the
red.
story of his alleged crimes are true.
REMORSE KILLS,
he is probably the coolest and most
Duncan resides a short distance be•
,•
Bloomington, M., June 12.—
brazen prisoner ever arrested in Palow Madison street on Fountain ave,a141.121(1,
Remorae caus'd the death in the
ducah.
nue. Last night at 8:30 o'clock hie
11NanileakaPcounty jail this morning of
—
Ir._,••••••
two boys were seated on the steps.
F'rith was arrested this morning at
Z..
Thomas Baldwin, acciused of the
Fourth street and Broadway by PaMr. Cunningham came along en route
-Cinoinnati Commercial Tribune.
murder of four people at Arrowtrolman Walter Shelby on identificahome. He lives on -Adams between
smith last fall, because they action by Constable II. M. Sheffer, or
Ninth and Tenth streets, and was
cused him of assaultiag a twelveBrookport, Ill. Sheffer held a
afoot. Two aegroess appeared, going
waryearerld girl.
He gradually
rant issued by Justice of the Peace
In an opposite direction. One carried
wasted away.
John Lackman at Brookport, chaigan ax, and no attention was paid
Mg Frith with having two wives.
them by the boys. They observed
KILL AND FLEE.
Frith was closeted with officers the
the men stop the aged
plasterer,
Chicago, June 12.—An autoistered a horse whipping. Then they flock. A divorce case, in
which
hut in the gloom could at first make
a greater part of the morning, wassulconducted hi
mobile, carrying two men and
tl ,l`prominent merchant's wife figured len, and refused to return without a
out nothing serious. Before the boys Fulton Scandal Culminates
in flagged a south-bound train and plat- recently, was
two women, ran down Mrs. Julia
coincident with Haw- requisition.
realized the seriousness of Cunninged him on it, after exacting a prom- Ley's resignation and departure from
Metcalf 7S years old, in front of
No Statemest To Make.
ham's position, they saw him thrown
Violence to Young Pastor. ise
that he would never return to Fulton.
her home this morning, killing
"I have no statement to tnake tO
to the ground and one assailant stand
her instantly. The occupants
the papers, and having relatives here,
Accused of Undue Intimacy Fulton.
Hawley had been in the pulpit
over him. The men then ran, leavHawley, who is 30 years old and Little over a year. The incident of his beg of you to hold it out," was the
of the car escaped, but the driver
ing Cunningham prostrate.
With
Fair
Member of His single, was accused of being too fa- horse whipping has created a deal of statement he made.
was arrested.
The boys' father, who was inside
miliar with feminine members of his excitement in the city.
Continuing he said: "I was born
the house, gave Cunningham assistFlock
In
Tobaccoport, Stewart
county,
TOWN BURNS.
ance. He was uninjured. Mr. DunTennessee, and do not deny marryGirard, 0., June 12.—An incan walked home with the victim.
ing a woman in that state. I do deny
celidiary
tire this morning
Cunningham loot nothing,.having no
the accusation of a second wife in
caused the destruction of the
money on his person. He is the REV. FRANK HAWLEY LEAVES.
Brookport. and win plead that I was
greater part of the business secfather of Harry M. Cunningham,. the
never in Brookport until two years
tion, causing a loss of IS.100,000.
well known musician and plastering
ago. I worked for Foreman & FletchThe town was Without Adequate
contractor.
lost his balance, falling into the riv- er as lumber inspector until April 3.
Yukon.
"Uncle"
Ky..
Cunningham.
Dan'
Mile
7G'
12.-(Special)
tire protection, and was saved
His assailants were colored, the
—Indignant at his presumption in re- years did, a brick mason and steam- er. His bony was carried out of this year, when the mill burned and
from total destruction by the
bees think.
turning to the city, a posse of citi- boat furnace Installer, eras drowned reach of rescuers before they could I came here. Since then I have been
Yeungatown fire
department.
zens met the Rev. Hawley, until re- off the steamer Margaret, lying at secure a boat or rope. The body was employed by the
Lack
Singletree
Eight testiness blocks, a church
Steps ear; t4aVP/I Smashup.
cently pastor of the First Presbyte- Owens Island, at 12:15 o'clock this not recovered. William McMahon, a company and only yesterday went
residences
were burned.
and two
Accepting dangers which compan- rian church, in this city, at the train afternoon. He was walking near the bricklayer, and others were near him back of Brookport, four miles into
ions had turned.from in fear, George early yesterday inorniug, and admin- outer guard when he tripped' and when he fell, but too far away to the country and secured a witness we
.'
MEAT RIOTS.
McAdams, an Illinois Central car rerender assistance. The top of his needed in a mill case. I deny that I
Cleveland, June 12.—Increase
pairer employed under Foreman Jack
heed name to the surface once, about was ever In the penitentiary, and will
in prices of meat at Kosher
Armstrong, at the boat yards, Sixth
15 yards below the wheel. Dan Cun- fight this case to the end. I will give
I p
butcher shops; caused a riot in
and Campbe'd streets, yesterday afningham was born in Ireland
76 them •as mush trouble as I can. I
I b
the Jewish quartf,r this morning.
years ago and bad been in America hope to be able to secure a writ or
ternoon stopped a heavy freight car
Customers. who left the shops
before its momentum had carried it
72 years. He had been in Paducah habeas corpus and secure a bond or
with meat, were attacked and
onto the !reline, an,' prevented a gel
about 35 years and was married. freedom here. I want to make them
beaten and their purchases were
eral smashup of the ear and transfer
leaving a wife, a son in St. Louis, and show their hand first."
thrown In the mud. The police
Frith is 35 years old, of medium
daughter in Paducah, Mrs. C. L. AdGoat DeKoven, lying at the foot of
reserves finally restored partial
ams, of Twenty-third and Clark height and weight, and of florid comthe cradle.
On Saturday the Republicans of
order.
plexion. He is well educated and
streets.
Maytield, Ky.. June 12. (Special).
talks decisively. He will employe a
McCracken county wilt sasetntle in
Paducah attorney he says.
TO OYSTER BAY.
mass convention at the court house —At a breakfast given this morning
Contrtable's Statement.
. Washington, June 12.—Preei-,
for the purpose of selocttng dele- at the residence of Attorney H. .1.
In speaking of Frith's case. Condent and Mrs. Roosevelt left for
gates to the state convention at Lou- Moorman, tile engagement of his
stable Shaffer said: "You need not
,
Oyster Bay this morning. SeI
isville. It is expected that a large at- daughter, Miss Halite Moorman, and
fear printing that he served a term
eetaeleS Cortelyou. Straus, Gartendance will be had, as there are Mr. William Stanfield. a well known
in the penitentiary for forgery In
field and Root Wert' among the
prospects of an effort being made to young attorney, was announced. They
Kentucky. for Mr. A. P. Utterback,
party. The president will not.
send an uninstructed delegation to will be married Dine 26. Both the
of Brook-port. went his bond on a pareturn to Washington until Octhe state convention.
the contracting parties are well known
role. which has now expired. He comHallie Parker. Whose First rank and file of the Republicans,
tober.
party, desire to socially in Paducah.
mitted forgery after he married the
Successor
to
Dr.
Ed
Farley
Instruct their delegation, so it will
Marries
Naval Oflicer.
Husband Killed Himself and record the.wIll
second time. His case is singular.
of the party in McHopkinsville, Ky„ June 12.—Maj.
DEMAND MORE MONEY.
Will be :Chosen as Well as "The records of Matisse county
Second is Charged 'A ith Craeken county In the 'convention. Cyrus S. Radford, of Philadelphia,
Chicago, Ill., June I U.— A
will show that Frith married
Miss
Some members of the party have got- attsietant quarter master of
Two Members of Board of 011ie
committee from the teamsters'
the
Wilson. of Brookport, about
Crime.
ten
Dies
in
the
Cell
county
and
scity
conventions
United
the
States
marine corps, and
Joint council today delivered
three years ago at Brookport at the
Hospital Trustees
confused. The eouvention Saturday Is Miss Katherine Mattoon, a Kentucky
ultimatum of the drivera to the
remained
Lynn hotel. He
about
far
the
county.
There will be 24 del- belle, were married at the bride's
packers, and required an answer
Brookport for some time, and was
egates chosen.
home
to the demand for tot increase of
this
morning.
sent up a few months later for forHA!) BEEN ON A LONG SPREE
four cents an hour. A rise in the
DRS.
SIGHTS
AND
lie
BROOKS. gery committed in Kentucky.
price of meats was given as jumway released on a parole, and sent
tification for the demand. A
his second wife 011ie Johnson. margreat strike is probable.
Millie Parker, 55 years old, better
rying her under that name, to Louis- --Two members of the Riverside hos- ville. He then brought his Tennessee
known as Hattie Nichols, was found
GRAIN MARKET.
FEDERATION IN v
pital board and a milk and meat in- wife, with four children, to Brookdead In her cell in the ray jail today
Cincinnati, June 12.—Wheat,
spector to succeed Dr. Ed Farley, who port and three weeks ago his second
TO MEET IN PADUCAH.
at noon by Patrolman Elijah Cross.
Unknown persons prized Open a street and his residence
98; corn, 541%; oats, -ISLit•
is in the concludes a most sitecessfel and ben- wife returned from Louisville to find
The body was not quite cold, and
window
In
the
rear of Joe Ford's rear. Ile is at a loss to know what efleial term
At a meeting of the directors of
to the city, will be elect- wife, No. 1. She went before Magisdeath had come but a short time beresidence last night about 11 o'clock the puttee* could have been
l'EACF,—HPOCttIMY.
Patrol- ed at a special meeting of the general trate hackman and swore out the
the Commercial club held last evenfore. The body was removed to the
and plated two jugs containing gas- men Howell and
St. Petsrsborg. June 12.—
Ferguson are work- council tonight. Drs. H P. Sights warrant. We tried to get Frith or
ing, a resolution was passed inviting
Mattli-Eflnger
undertaking
estaboline inside. After this a match was ing on the cane,
"The Has piece conference I.
but so far no clew aud J. G. Brooks retire from the Johnson tsterday but he got by us."
lishment, and Coroner Baker Was nothe State Federation of Women's
struck
and
a
hasty exit made. One has been found.
only a disgusting menifeatation
hospital board, unless they are reclubs, in *mien at Shelbyville. to
tified.
of Chrintian hypocrisy." This is
When Fire company No. 2 arrived, elected. Both have devoted coneidShe was the wife of Ben Parker. fog exploded and Mr. William Pryor,
hold its next annual meeting In Pathe meseage received fie inCount
whose hotel mysteriously burned at a neighbor, was awakened by the the floor was a seething mass of erable time to the duties of the board
ducah, and a telegram was sent this
Leo Tondo's, The message adds
Mayfield •few months ago, when the noise and porting the flame rushed names. There was no water to he and have made excellent oMcials.
morning, extending this Invitation.
the peace question was fully rebody of a stranger was found In the over and threw out the other jug be- had, and thy chemical engine equip- Besides Dr. Farley, who will he a
solved nineteen hundred years
ruins. Parker is .under indictment for fore it exploded and then extinguish- ment on the hose wagon saved the candidate to succeed himself, it
Bitten by Spiders.
is
ed the fire before any damage of building.
ago."
arson.
understood that Dr. C. G. Warner,
Coroner Frank Eaker and Manager
onneequestee
been
had
done.
Mr.
Mrs Parker wax the daughter of
Ford keeps a soft drink
Set Lessor, of the Great Pacific Tea
and veterinarian, and
D1'. H. T. Rivera
Want Cites on Broadway.
grocery store. He closed early last are mentioned for milk inspector,
W. H. and Nora Poore, formerly of Ford keeps a grocery at 3t0
and Coffee company, are suffering
At a meeting of the business men Third and Norton streets.
night and
went home. Residents Under Dr. Parley's regime strict reg.
from spider bytes, the former being
At a sputal meeting of the dimeclose to the store sitting tip late no- illations have been enforced and the
Her first husband was William
-bitten on the hand, and the latter on held at the Commercial 'club headquarters last evening, a committee lelottols, a bartender, who committed
ticed a light suddenly flare up in the sanitary conditions of dairies has tore of the Commercial club plans
the face, neither neriously.
were put under way, by which it Is
was appointed to confer with Mana- suicide She had often been arrested
building, and a telephone message been improved.
hoped a convention of the Dark Tothe
directors
Bleeker
of
the
and
ger
drunkenness
was
and
on
for
a
spree
brought
the
fire
coinpany
to
the
!Attie Fred Borders.
bacco growers of western Kentucky
traction company, with a view of in- for four weeks, preceding her arrest
minute.
Fred. the fifteen-months-old son of
Young Girl Wins Many Prises.
cnn be held In Paducah early this fall,
extend the service Bentley and fine Monday The body
Mrs. IAllie Borders, of Fifth and Hus- ducing them to
a few
Miss Ruth Short, 14 years old, and a special committse was
appointall lines down Broadway to the was discovered- by Patrolman Cross,
bands streets, died yesterday after- of
Mee. W. G. Jaektion.
niece of MT anti Mrs. J. H. Short, ed to to-operate with the
Commercial
around
The
instead
of
river
the
loop.
Marshal
McNutt,
of
Mayfield,
noticomplaint,
was
and
summer
noon of
'Mrs W. 0. Jackson, 23 years old. of, 1709 South Sixth street, city, won club
to this end.
following committee was appointed fied the woman's mother and brothslitter of James Ballowe, the well a silver and gold niedat and two pins
buried this afternoon in Oak Grove
Imminent;
men:
Col.
er
Dale.
at
Coroner
Bud
Raker
Mayfield.
the
by
is
No trace of A. L. Cowell, who la known barber, died in Chicago yes- for her work in elocution,
cemetery.
and will
Will Dixon Held As Suspect.
Saunders Fowler, Robert B. Phillips, holding an inquest. It is thought al- said to have gone to Fulton yesterterday. The body was taken to shortly enter a grand contest for a
James A. Rudy, -George Langataff, coholism Paused her death.
Pollee are Investigating Will Digday and taken his nine-yeer-old son Vienna. Ill.. her home and the burial gold medal
COOTS FIGOLESTOT4 fl.%$
She is hut 14 years on, colored,
who was found in posaway from Mrs. Cowell has been will be. tomorrow. Mr. 14allowe will old and lhest in Granite
l'ONFENSED TO CUTTING R. E. Umbel!, James Lang and Mohr
City,
pepsine of much clothing, shoes and
Michael.
Sullivan.
George
Jr.
found here. lie went to Tennessee. his attend.
Where the contests were held.
other miscellaneous
stuff.
It
George Sullivan, Jr., la years old, aid home. A divorce Fruit is pending
hi
1
It is stated that Coots Eggleston
thought he has been the sneak thief
Ilecolvest County Reward.
died of pneumonia at the 'home of In the McCracken circuit court, Mrs.
Mr. Blaine Kilgore Hefter.
lineman
Mee.
on
Inspection.
held over with .WIlliata; Hamilton on
guilty of so many burglaries lately
SOY Stanley, colored, who ceoover- his father. J. W. Sullivan, of Flor- (*well alleging diu n k en owe - end 'Physicians state that Mr. II:One
Mrs. Mike batman has ratite reed
'he Aiar-ge of cutting Mack-Mclin- ed the body of Robert Clements, the ence station, last night. lie had been wasting his
proprwty, She asks for Kilgore, who is sneering from, appen- from Felton. Mai-field and %litho. afTelephone Wires; Down.
ney in a horrible manner. Confessed Derr° boy who drowned in the back III a few weeks, and leeves his par- custody of their three °Widnes'.
Mr. dittille, Is better and that net miters- ter visiting members of file ladles
Several wires; were blown down he
today In jail to Detective T. T. Moore water In tin' roar of Obamblin & Mer- ents, one brother and four sisters. Cowell
wait • ear repairer at the lilt- lion will be necessary. The report Circle, Woodmen of the Wortd
She the wind at noon toclas
and Countr Attorney Albert Bark- ray'e brick yard Monday, was allbw- The funeraLowlil be hold this after nolo Central shops for
ifeeeeer,
a time. Then that Dr. Mudd, of St. Louis, had been was secompankei home by Mrs. Robthe damage was small as the tensley that he and Hamilton are guilty. ed 112.50 In nounty court yesterday noon at 4 o'clock. The burial will he went
Into the grOrerY titanium's. He falogrktphSd to hold himself in read- ert Melees, of Fulton,
who will be phorte eotnpanies had workmen out
The confession le In writing.
for his Work.
be in Mt. Pleasant cemetery.
sold his residence recently.
lines* for an operation, is erroneous. her guest for a few days.
to repair the breaks at ogai."
-A
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Preacher Is GiVen Horse Whipping
By a Delegation of Irate Citizens

Dan Cunningham Drotens
at Foot of Jackson Street

REPUBLICANS *TO
MEET SATURDAY

ST KENTUCKY
SOCIETY EVENTS

THE WAGES OF SIN
ARE PAID IN JAIL

MILK INSPECTOR
ELECTED TONIGHT

Somebody Attempts to Burn
Down Store of Joseph Ford

TOBACCO GROWERS
TO GATHER HERE

COWELL DID NOT
COME TO PADUCAH seen"

l

' ;AGE TWO

THE PAD'U'CAR EVENING SUN.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE ts.

:30 Nature Stady-Mr. James
Speed.
1:30 Falk Afield-Mr.
James
Speed.
2:30 Popular lecture, "Take the
Sunny Side"-Mr. Lou J. Beauchamp,
4:06 Concert-Chautauqua Concert company.
lel:30 Nature Study-Mr. James
Following is the complete program
of a woman's life is seldom seen by anyone but herself.
7:34) Concert-Chautauqua ConWhat
of the Chautauqua, which opens Speed.
•
cert company.
agonies, what misery, what fits of melancholy and the blues, the poor,
Thu rsda):
1:20 Walk Afield, led by Mr. James
8:00 Steropticon
lecture, "The
Thursday,. June 13.
Speed.
miserable sufferers from female disease have to endure, one month
tfaunt of the Great Blue Heron,"
8:•114) Lecture, Temperance address
2:30 Lecture, "The Power of an
with many beautifully colored slides
after another! What wonder so many thousands of women cannot
-Mrs. Laura G. Fixeu, Chicago.
Itlest"-Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow,
-Mr. James Speed.
Friday, June 14.
Cincinnati.
truthfully say that they are happy! Are you? Happiness cannot be
7:30 Concert-Chautauqua Con10:30 Lecture-Mrs. Plzen.
3:00 Concert-Chautauqua Concert company.
called complete without health, and health is best obtained by
and cert company-Misses Ilemenway,
2:30 Lecture, "Hypnotism
S:00 Lecture, "Religions of India
Suggestion"-Dr. Stanley L. Krebs. Metzker and Carroll.
-Mr. V. E. Bakst'.
7:00 Entertainment-Gibeon Glare
8:04) Stereopticon lecture, "YelThursday, June 20,
beautimauy
with
Park,"
lowstone
caricaturist.
10:30 Nature Study-Mr. James
fully colored alldms----Dr. Jas. S.
8:00 Lecture, "The Psvcolegy of
Speed.
Eireley.
Salesmanship and
BusIneas"-Dr.
2:30 Concert - Wesleyan male
Saturday, Arne 15.
Stanley L. Krebs.
quartet.
Boys'
Organization
and
of
10:00
Tuttattay. June IS.
8:04) Lecture-Mr. Lou J. BeauGirls' club, by Miss -Ruth Hernenwaa.
9:0.0 Boys' and Girls' club-Miss champ,
2:30 Popular lecture, "In the
Friday, June 21.
Hemenway.
.• liarefoot Kingdom"-Dr.,Jas. S. Kirtwhich has made many thousands happy in restored health and strength. "The doctors
8:30 Boys' and Girls' club-- Miss
Nature
10:30
Study-Mr.
James
ley.
6
said I had nervous prostration, but gave me no relief," writes Lizzie Matthews, of Mt.
Hemenway,
Speed.
the
"houreiting
Lecture,
8:00
10:00 Lecture on India-Mr. V. E.
1:3,0 Walk Afield, led by Mr. Jamee
Vernon, Ga. "I was sick for nine years. I could hardly eat and could not sleep. My
Blues," fun, Lice philosophy. music
Bakah, a native of India.
Speed.
back and hips ached, I was very irregular and would have to stay in bed two or three
and mirth-Dr. Stanley L. Kreba.
11:00 Nature Study--Mr. James
WRITE US FREELY
2:30 Lecture, "A Life Worth LivSunday, June 10.
days. I have used 3 bottles of Cardui, and now I can say that my health is better than
Speed.
Bigelow.
and frankly, in strictest, confidence, telling all your
ing"--Rev.
Herbert
2:30 Sermon -Dr. Jas. S. Kirtley.
1:30 Walk Afield-Mr. James
for the past nine years." Cardui relieves pain, regulates fitful functions, strengthens
troubles, and stating your age. We sill send you
4:00 Concert--Chautauqua
Con3:30 Reading, Wilson Barrett's cert company.
TREE ADVICE,in pi= sealed envelope, and a valSpeed.
your weakest organs, makes you well and HAPPY. Try it.
uable 64-page book on "Home Treatanant lot Women."
"Sign of the Cross"--Miss Ruth Here2:30 Wesleyan male quartet.
7:30 Concert-Chautauqua
ConLadies' Advisory Department, The
Address:
enway.
3:00
Address--Hon
. E. W. Carcert company.
bsattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
7:30 Chautauqua Vespers.
8:00 Entertainment.
Impersona- Mack, of Tennessee.
or
-Gods
"Three
Addreoe,
8:00
4:30 Concert-Chautauqua
Contion in ectefunte-Mr. Gibeon Carl.
One"-De StairJey L. Krebs.
cert company.
Wednesday, June 10,
Moncia.v, June 17.
7:3'a Concert-Chautauqua
Con9:V41 Boys' and Girls' clueb-Miss cert company.
9:00 Boys' and Girls' club-Miss
days. Addition-al water in sight th:s
Hemenway.
Ilemenway.
8:00 Gov. Beckham and Senator
morning will give Cairo a stage of
Carmack.
36 or 37 feet.
Saturday, June 22.
The Tennessee, at Florence and
9:00 Boys and Girls' club- Miss
Riverton, will rise during the next
Hemenwey.
36 hours and pass the 8-foot stage at
10:00 Nature Study- Mr. James
ii
Florence. At Jobnsoneille, slight
Incorpk.,
Speed.
change today, f011owed be rising.
River Stages.
1:30 Walk Afield - Mr. James Cairo
The Wabash, at Mt Carmel, will
35.0 0.3 rise
Speed.
Chattanooga
13.5 0.5 rise fall during the next 36 hours.
State,
National
Foreign,
happenings,
and
World's
2:30 Lecture on India-Mr. V E. Cincinnati
31.5 1.4 rise
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers deEvansville
24.6 0.2 rise
4:D0
Entertainment
-Boys
and Florence
6.5 0.7 rise
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
House wiling, electric plants installed.
Girls club.
Johnsonville
8.9 0.1 fall
Louisville Times
The Courier-Journal
7:30
Concert-Chautauqua
Complete machine shop.
CouLouisville
St. Louts Republic
10.6 6.5 rise
The Commercial-Appeal
cert company.
Chicago Examiner
Mt. Carmel
16.3 1.1 fall
The Record-Herald
1.22-124 N.Fourth St.
Phone.787
8:0e Stereopticon lecture, "A Pict- Nashville
National League,
Chicago Tribune
The Globe-Den tocrat
. 26.5 t.1.4 rife
Nashville American
ure Peep at Europe"-Mr. Jas. H. Pittsburg
The Post-Dispatch
R H E
fall
0.9
6.3
CincinnifiT Enquirer
The News4oimitar
Shaw.
7 13 1
St. Louis
' 21.1 0.5 rise Pittsburg
Chicago Daily News
The Sta r-Chronicle
Sunday, June 23.
4 11 3
Mt. Vernon
24.7 0.1 rise Brooklyn
2:30 Lecture, "The Parliament of Paducah
Batteriese--Leever, Carnnitz and Man
25.9 0.4 rise
Man"-Rabbi W. H. FIneschriber,
Gibson; Bell and Butler.
P. Puryear
W. F. Paxton,,
R. Rudy,
of Davenport.
Register Office, 523 Broadway
Cashier.
President.
W. F. Yates, of New York, naAssistant Catsh1r..
4:00 Sacred concert-Chautauqua
R H E
tional president of the Marine Engi- Cincinnati
Concert company.
1 7 0
IIMIIIIIM111111111MUINIIIIIIII Mae
neers' association, probably will be in Boston
7:00 Chautauqua Vespers.
" 11 1
Paducah in the next week. Captain
Batteries-Mason
and
McLean;
J.
B.
butiness
Flaech,
manager of Dorner and Breen.
NNW
sEwEit PIPE COMPANY.
the association. who -returned from
Incor•or•t•4
New Concern in Mechanicsburg Buy Evansville last night, said he expectSecond Genie.
ed
tereceive
requesting
a
letter,
him
With Local Capital,
R H E
to meet Mr. Yates in Evansville. Mr.
.•
56 •.-.
•••111100,001
•6-46
:
•111111161•-•
Cincinnati
7 13 p
Yates
was in Pittsburg yesterday and
Surplus
50.00111
•.1 I.
The Paducah Sewer Pipe and
•
.
Boston
This firm has formed a partnership in the plastering
3
9
3
Block company, manufacturers of is coming down by river. Captain
Stockholders
•• 100,000
SKS
,
•
•
16
Batteriee-Ewing
and
Schlei;
Lind
practical
mechanic
will
is
and
Ilaggity
a
Mr.
business.
concrete building blocks and sewer Flasch thinks It is not a good time a man and Needbam.
attend to that part of the business. Mr. Weikel makes
pile, has started operation in Me- for the national president to m'irke
Total security to depositors
11250,000
the trip as all the engineers are busy
chanicsburg with Ay. L. Bower, presall estimates and will be pleaiied at any time to figure
Accounts of individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
R H E
and woqld be hard to see.
ident, and (Robert Bower. manager.
5 8 3
'wadi as well as large depositors and accord to all the muse
with any Padueah people wanting this character of work.
A tool flat sank at the Ayer-Lord Ob!cage
The company expects to do a, big
6 8 2
twurteous treatment.
Tie company's fleet at Owen's is- Philadelphia
business in-this section, and is oon130111 PHONES 490
Batteries--Fraser, Pfeister, Overland night before last with a considtrolled by local caPital.
erable property lose. With the large all, Moran and Kling; Corridon and
immE11111=1111111
InterestiPaid on Time Deposits
number of barges always on hand at Doein.
HOW "Jitter" Raised Funds.
the fleet, an extensive outfit of teols
Twentyaeight handshakes netted
RHE
is required and these with many bun'
the Home of the Friendless $2.80, a
OPEN SATURDAY MCI HTS FROM 7 TO 8 ()CLOCK.
7 11 3
ales of oakum are reported to have St. Lou is
novel and original way of securing
8 9 3
been lost. 'Barges are the most un- New York
funds for the popular institution.
Batteries- MoGlynn and Marshall;
Thircr.arld Broadway
certain quantities on the rivers. UnCounty Assessor J. Wes Troutman
ceasing watchfulness is the price of Taylor, Wilts6, Mathewson and Bow.
belongs to six secret orders, each
success in handling them, as, no con- ornuus.
wittea "grip," He conceived the idea
dition of age or use can aseure one
of shaking hands with erery one he
American League
that they will not spring a leak.
met Saturday night, and when
he
R H E
Four boats were inspected today
found one who belonged to any order
0 5 3
by Government Ifiepectors Green and Ph iladelph la
he did, make them donate a dime to
3 8 1
St. John, who arrivect,e slay ahead of St. Louis
charity. He coilected from 28, and
Batteries--Plank and Powers; Pel-'
time. The Margaret of the Ayer-Lord
Money
turned the
over to the Home Tie company,
the Fannie WallaCe of ty and Buelow.
ef the Friendless.
the West Kentucky Coal company,
the Mary N. of the St. Bernard Coal
Washington and Chicago - Wet
You get handsome, well
Enterprise and advertising make company, the W. T. Hardison of grounds, no game.
appointed ea r ages
the biggest pair in the deck.
when I serve you. We
Nashville, and the Kuttawa. Wholegive promt personal atsale inspecting like this may be exR H E
tention at all times.,
pected to give more work to the dry Boston
SUN AND SNOW
9 6 2
docks and ways.
Cleveland
,0 3
HARRY
ANDERSON, PRONE
915
Sontetimes Help the Hair to Go.
The W. T. Hardlso'n will leave toBatteries-Winter and Criger; Jose
day for Nashville after receiving re- and Bemis.
I"
In any changeable climate the hair pairs for ten days at the ways. A big
R H E
is apt to become brittle and to break barge was pulled out en the ways
MID"
off stubby here and
there. This this morning.
New York
2 6 3
The St. Louie and Tennessee river Detroit
makes a hair-dressing almost a ne141 14 0
cessity, especially to ladies. In using packets; will meet here today, the
Ha tteries--B mck ett, Kitson, K leia hair dressing why not get the best, Saltine arriving from St. Louis bound now
and
Rickey; Donovan and
the Savan- Schmk1t.
one that combines with it the efficien- for the Tennessee, and
cy in killing the dandruff germ, the nah arriving from the Tennessee rivgerm that eats the hair off at the er bound for St. Louis.
Hurt His Hand.
The Peters lee will arrive tomorroots, causing what is called falling
H. c, Katt], of the John Rethkopt
hair, ands:In time baldness. New- row afternoon from Memphis on the
Leather company, caught his right
bro's "Herpicide" is that kind of a way up to Cincinnati and all way
band in an electric buzz fan yesterday
points.
.
hair dressing. You have no idea how
The Dunbar dIct not arrive until afternoon and the tips of his fingers
delightful your scalp will feel and
were mangled. Dr. J. D. Robertson
how etylish your hair will appear, af- -today. from Clarkeville and left an
dressed the injury.
ter an application or two of lierpl- hour or so late for Nashville.
After coaling et the West Kentuccide. It Is certainly a wonderful inCook-Now
we've 'ad
words,
novation as a scalp antiseptic and ky docks, the Chattanooga left at
hair-dressing. Sold by leading drug- noon today Stith a fine trip for Chat- you'll be lookin' for another cook to
keep company with? Polleemengists. Two sizes, 50c and $1. Send tanooga.
. The Clyde will leave at 6 o'clock Not me.. I'll starve lira' -Punch
10. in stamps for sample to the Her
this evening for the Tennessee river
pickle CO., Detroit, Mich.
with a good trip from local shippers.
W. B. McPherson, Special Agent.
1111111111111111111111WWW
The Joe Fowler made good time in
the Evansville trade today w
PROGR AM
freight ehipmente good considere
the general depression.
For beautifying'our yards and
First Reelestimates on flower beds' we
The river Is at a critical stage
will call and see you. Phone
now as heavy rains would send it tin
The Elixir of Life,
Bchmaus Bros for the largest
to the danger line. The stage this
and
most complete stock of
The Vintage,
morning stowed a rise of 0.4 In the
flowers and plants in the city.
last
bringing
24
hours,
the
river
up
The Drunken Vintage.
Free delivery to any
to 25.9. The rainfall was .16 Inches.
part of the city.
The
Dick
away
Fowler
on time
got
(INTERMISSION)
SU-MA
US BROS.
for Cairo today with a good midFirst-Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
week passenger Ilat.
Second Reel13(1th Phones; 192.
Hundreds of ear loads of sand and
Second-The button holes or stud boles match.
Casey's Frightful Dream,
gravel are taken from the river here
Third-Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
annually, yet the bottom of the river
Aerial Billiardists,
and without injury.
probably doesn't show
any effect
Drug Store.
The Newsboy,
from the dredging. It Illustrates the
Fourth-7-ft irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
cost of deepening a channel in the
AND CURE Thi LUNCS
(INTERM18810N)
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
river and to be temeseful. some
ilexall Violet Talcum Powmethod of keeping the sediment !norNo other like it in West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
Third Reeldow is the best talcum powder
ing•should be devised.
WITH

Paducah Chautauqua to Commence'
Tomorrow at Wallace Park

Are
You
Happy Wd

r-

The Dark Side

CARD

Woman's
Relief

•

At Every Drug Store in $1.00 Bottles

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL.SUPPLIES

Keep Posted!

BASEBALL NEWS

•

JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator

CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK

1

Weikel & Haggity

I

Wallace Park

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

CASINO
MOVING PICTURES
ALL THIS WEEK

Admission - - 5c and 10c

What do you want
with a telephone?

3,000 Peet

Service, of Course

OF FEATURE FILM

Then use the Home Telephone, the ONLY
one in Palclucah giving GOOD service.
•

3,000 Feet

ah,

FLOWERS

Rexall. Violet

I

Talcum Powder

--- 25c

McPHERSON'S

ILL''

Grandma's Reading Glass,
Ora Pro-Nobis,
Gentleman
Farmer.
A

•

made.
It is delicately perfumed
and put up in handsome
boxes. See the &splay in
one
window.And come try a bot.

°Metal Forecasts.
The Miseissippi, from below
St.
Idnul• to Cairo, eill rise slowly during the next 24 hours.
.The Ohio, at Evansville and Mt.
Vernon, not trineh ehttuilfe 'last ntibt.
followeet by rLetrtqg for two or three
days. At Padmith and Cairo. veil
contlau• risins dada% the n,,xt tao

UCH

Dr.iing's
New Discovery

FOR

ONSUMPTION
OUGHS anti
LDS

We Use the King of All
Bosom Ironers.-7Why?

Price
60e & $ 00
Fres Tr. O.

Barest b.ad quickest Ours for all
THROAT and LUNG TROLLS.
LIS, or HONEY BACIIL

sending us your laundry.

•

STAR LAUNDRY
Both Phones 200.

120 North Fourth St.

of

,

Rid Your Home of
Those Mean Filthy

For durtOility, beauty
and satisfaction
should be

ROACHES

Slate or Tin Shingles
Phone

Kamleiter,t he Grocer,
h as the goods that

Plumber
Steam Fitter, Sani•
tary Expert.
Both Phone,:nil

„ ••••••••••:•,••:••••p•••••,

..14.•t••••4±.;••,•••••,••:•rip411.1.4••,:••,.....1...:•97.9:••••;:•••:•••••:•••

4••••• ••

..,a,..

City Transfer Co.
C. L. VanMeter, Manager.

On Your

Old Furniture?

Large moving vans. Competent men.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Maltf i it Look

• Like New
Get it at

HANK

DAVIS

Old none 693-m.

taal.••"•90.0•19•11-am•tra•••%•••••e••••/••••••••••••...•
*".•-

Tasteful
rJewelry;Storts
Shows the largest assortment in Paducah.

Wall Papering
And

Decorating

You will want your carpets clean
ed, and well ()leaned, too. Don't hire
a man with a broom stick to do the
work; he will beat the very life out
of your carpet and even then it vion't
be c:ean. Our new rotary carpet
cleaner ,takes every particle of dust
out of the carpet and
makes it
freM1 and liriglx as new. Call 121
and let us tell you about it.
NEW CITY LAUNDRY AND
(' RIVET 'CLEANING WORKS.

ir
.......7•••••••
or•

0.0

010.01.••

,
00,0 0100

0 J0. 0 VIP :111.

Makes it easy to put handsome new furniture
in the home. Dollar down, dollar a week
opens an account.

T
..•oo

SHERRILL:RUSSELL
LUMBER CO.,Inc.
Both Phones 295.

Herta* and Tennessee Sls.

Manufacturers,
Dealers Building Material of All Kinds.
Wholesale and Retail.

ii

PACIII
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THE PADUCAH EVENING' SUN
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it

Denver, known to be packed for the
A WOMAN'S' RACE.
p u goose of dealing the ad usinist rat ton
a blow,
account of its !tamest in The law* and Pains Will Disappear
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
western !ands. True to his nature
if the Advice of nab. Paducah
President Roosevelt has struck first
'R UCH Lb Followed.
and he has struck hard. He has deA woman's back has many aches
UICHAPOKATICI)
_ _
ARE CHA \GING HANDS SINCE
vhareel
that
the land
thieves are and pains.
F. 11L FISHER. President.
RACES COMMENCED.
against hitu. His general policy is unMost times 'tis the kidneys' fault.
1. 3. PAYTON, Geuare,1 Manager.
assailable. It will prove embarrassing
Bacgache
is
kidney
really
ache:
suesettirriON HATES'
for anyone to attack him now
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
entered at the postoffiee at Padnea.h.
Unquestionably,
from
aside
the cure it.
Ky. as second class matt's'.
Fast Ones, That Show Their Mettle
frauds practised id the far west, we
Many Padueah women know this.
THE DAILY SUN
at Fair Grounds Are Wended
head what one has to say about it.
10 Americans are wasteful and extravaBy Carrier, per week
and Many Are Imported.
gent.
On
the
farm,
customs
where
advance..
25
month,
In
per
Mrs, R, E. Whitner, of 821) South
By mail,
-and
environments
change
less
.43
50
freadvance...
In
year,
By mall, per
Sixth street„ Paducah, Ky., says:
quently, the waste is most noticeable.h'For years I have been a sufferer
TUE WEEKLY NUN
It
has
but
been
a
short time, as the from backache and kidney trouble.
Jr year, by mall, postage paid..11.00
As a remit of the Matinee club
ages are counter', since this was a At times iny back has been so lame
Address THE SUN, Paducah. Ky.
races, great interest has been aroused
vast wilderness, in which any man that I
was unable to get around my In racing stock in Paducah and sevPhone 358
Mice, 115 South Third,
was vvelcome to as much as he could
house on account of the sevete pain eral important deals have lately gone
Payne & Young. Chicago •nd New manage. The population was sparse.
across the small of my back and left through. Lovers of horse flesh are
York, rept esentatives.
the market demand was small. It was side. I
doctored but received very trying to outdo each other and sevnecessary
to farm scientifically. little benefit until I began
THE SUN can be found at the follow- not
using eral new horses will be brought to
It was not necessary to save.
ing places:
The Doan's Kidney Pills which I procured
Paducah befOre the next races are
hata grew an us. Our forests were a
R. D. elements & CO,
at DuBois, Son & Co.'s drug store. pulled off.
Van Culln Bros.
nuisance, which had to be removed.i.
i t took them as directed and the re- - Ben T. Frank has bought for $450
Palmer House.
There was no appaaent limit to the
sults have been very satisfactory. I from Virgil Sherrill the fast pacer
John Wilhelm's.
timber supply. Fuel and ore were
Ini3 believe that I would have "Harry
certainly
. A.," winner of- the special
p:entifu:. So we went on, but the
been at least confined to my bed at pacing -race against "George Starr'
population
increased
amazingly.i
this time had it not been for Doan'a and "J. T." in the last races.
Prices of land climbed up, the timber Kidney
Zack Bryant has bought a flue
supply diminished under the heavy
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 parer from Nashville which will ardemands, and the fuel deposits
- ire
ents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,!rive in a few days, paying a big
ceded, as the picks swung in the op- h
WEDNESDAY, JUNe12.
ew York, sole agents for the United price for the horse.
enings; but we did not change our s
tates.
Or, D. G. Murrell purchased a fine
habits,
eseept
where
comcity
life
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
Remember
narne--Doans— stepper from Wynn Tully for $35.0
the
pelled us.
nd take no other.
and many other deals are being
It is time for us to take to heart
May, 1907.
pushed through.
the lessdn, which Theodore Roosepacing
"George Starr," the fine
velt has learned from his position of VETOES MINE WORKEItS' BILL.
4118
3995
16.
horse of Dr. Ed Farley, was hurt
vantage, and stop robbing ourselves
2
3951
3991
17
Pennsylvania Governor Signs Employ yecherday while being led to the fair
of our heritage.
3
3951
3973
18
ere' Liability and Other Laws.
ground, and will not be able to race
It takes but a few minutes to chop
4
3961
'1954
20
down a tree. It requires a generation
for a month. The horse was in fine
6
3961
3942
21
to replace it. Other countries have
the
Harrisburg, Pa., June 12'.—Four spirits and broke away from
4048
3961
22
exhausted their natural wealth. We b his advocated by the United -Mine driver.
3
4006
3943
23
should heed the warning and chng to NVorkers, g garnishee bill and the
3954
3965
24
the advantages . we possess. Private anti-vaccination bill, were disap- ONE TRAIN ROBBER IS KILLED.
10
3963
25
3961
enterprise will not have regard for iroved by Governor htuart today.
11
. .3985
3955
27
the general welfare or the future sup- The governor signed the employers' Reported Shooting of Wyoming SusLi
3976
3940
28
ply. Only governmental action will Ilability bill and the bill repealing
pect by Posse Confirmed.
14
3975
3935
29
save our resources and that action the act of 1868 which classifies rail16
3982
3943
30
must be immediate and drastic.
Cheyenne, Wyo., June 12— The
way mail clerks as railroad employes
2943
31
Naturally the people deprived of in suits for damages for injuries sus- reported, killing of one of two. fugiTotal ..
107,232
personal gain will be heard from. The tained, 90 as to give them the mime tives, believed to be the Northern
Average for May, 1906
4001
rest of us will sit silent, if we under- right to recover as passengers.
Pacific train robbers, near Sheridan,
Average for May, 1907
3972
stand the situation, or sympathize
was confirmed today, The dead man
Personally appeared
before me,
with our aggrieved fellows if we do
had a check drawn by A. B. Hill on
this June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, geeOall For Convention.
not. Little practical aid from citiOral manager of The Sun, who afThe Republicans of the city of Pa- the Gill Bank and Trust company in
zens generally can be expected.
firms that the above statement of the
yeah,
Ky., are hereby called to meet favor of Frank Stainer. The body
it is his way of taking the people ,
circulation of The Sun for the month
n
mass
convention at the city hall in was buried by the posse. Neighborinto his confidence that has
woo t
ing ranches have been notified of the
of May, 1907, is true to the best of
success for Theodore Roosevelt, and he city of Padueah, Ky., on Thurs- escape of the other outlaw, who,le
his knowledge and belief.
day, June 27, 1907, at 3 o'clock p. m.
when historians review his admires- f
believed to be wounded.
PETER PURYEAR,
LOYAL TO ACCUSED OFFICIALS 6.1311E DON'T:4 AND DO'S ....
OFFICIALS CONFER.
tration no other policy will strand 'out. or the purpose of selecting candiNotary Public.
dates
all
for
of
the
city
offices
that
CONCERNING CONSUMPTION.
as important and far-reaching in Itch
Peking To Paris Auto Race.
My commission expires January
Regarding Adjustment of Rate On Miners, in Session at Denver, Send
effect on the future of the nation, as are to be filled at the election in
Peking,
June
12.—
Three
French,
22, 1908.
November,
1907.
Prisoners Encouraging Telegram,
The spit and the small particles
Yellow Pine Lumber.
does his internal policy of the "conone Dutch, and one Italiin motor car;
FRANK BOYD, Chairman,
coughed up and sneezed out by conservation of our netional resources."
started
morning
this
Peking
in
the
to
C. W. MERRIWEATHER, Sec.
Daily Thought,
Denver, June 12.— Still 'loyal to sumptives, and by many who do not
Nashville, Tenn., dune 12.—SeverHis realization of the condition
Paris race.' They were given an en"They are most successful who and prompt action place him above
their accused officials. Moyer and know that they have consumption,
the
prominent
railroad
al
officials
of
thusiaetic sendoff by the foreign resStirs Americans in Paris.
most serve."
lines operating in the southeast and Haywood, 200 delegates . gathered are full of living germs too small to
ha predecessors in true statesmanParis, June 12.—On July 1 there !dents, including the American, Ails- interested in the yellow pine lumber here today for the fifteenth annual be seen. These germs are the cause
ship.
trian
French
and
ministers.
The
Chiwill go into effect in this city a new
convention of the Western Federa- of consumption. •
TRUE STATESMANSHIP.
nese were much astonished, as this rate case, recently decided adversely
Our great national peril does not
Don't spit on sidewalks; it spreads
We judge the pervading extent of law making obligatory the registra- was the first time motor cars had to the roads, are in the city today, tion oi Miners. The following telecome from the outside. Providence human depravity by the ease with tion in detail of the Americans residin conference with Judge Ed Baxter. gram was sent to Moyer and Petti- disease, and It is against the law.
been
seen
Peking.
in
bas protected this nation with geo- which people justify their conduct in ing pertnamently in Paris, and there
relative to what arrangements are to bone addressed to the jail .at Boise:
Don't spit on the floors of your
"Fifteenth
convention rooms or hallways.
annual
graphic 'boundaries. We have only short changing the stamp clerk at the Is a consequent flurry among the S.be made in complying with the rulPresident
Grieved,
Is
ourselves to fear.
Don't spit on the floor Of your shop
postoffice, defrauding street car com- 40.0 members of the American colony.
Baltimore. Md., Jitue 12.— Pres- log of the interstate commerce cons- sends greetings, Confident of your innocepce, and we are with you until
Conquest and territorial acquisi- panies out of their fare and lying to The consulate is flooded with res Went Roosevelt
When you spit, spih In the gutters
diotated the follow- ini6td"'
quests
for information and explanation marked early stages of our na- eallroad baggage agents.
your honor la vindicated'and your or into a spittoon. , Have your spiting after his train left Washington:I It will be remembered that in
tions of the new law, and lawyers
freedom assured."
tional development. Those were ext.00119 half full of water, and clean
"Rear Admiral Evans, Washington. April, 1903, the railroads operating
are busy defining the status of Amertravagant times, when the ineigniflNo opposition to continuing Moyer them out at least once a day wall hot
Alabama
Mississippi,
and
are
inexpressibly
We
shocked
and
in
Ge°rgia.
We have been preaching the doc- ican children born in France.
and Haywood- in office as president totter.
cance of the population cOmpared
grieved by the news of the disaster where immense quantities Of yellow
and secretary-treasurer has been
with the area of the United States trine of universal sewer connections,
pine
lumber
Don't cough
originate,
advanced
the
without holding a
to
officers
and men of the Minnesota.
prevented the inhabitants realizing expounded yesterday by the member
of the
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Irate to Ohio river crossings a
handkerchief or your hand over your
Theodore
and
Ethei
Roosevelt."
of
the
board
of
health,
for a long Every dose makes you leelbettet. 1.00X -F's
tit there must come a time when
vnat
telato
teheepedce
d mouth.
tt,pass
yowl, 2 cents. ,e
Th
lumber men thei cdonbe
the relation of the population to the time. Of what advantage is it to a keeps your whole insides Asia. Sold on the
resolutions strongly indorsing the imraised
protest,
Don't live In rooms where there is
a
and
the
adjustment
Culley'.. VS. Pearl's.
area must be reversed. Wasteful hab- man to go to the expense of connect- money-back plea everywneve. Price 50 cents.
no fresh air
The "Roy. Cullev" baseball team of the matter was only recently ac- l)riec!ned officials'
its were the heritage of succeeding ing with a sewer, if his neighbors
Don't sleep in rooms where there Is
which has yet to be defeated on home complished after a long siege of Intlgenerations, and only those, whose keep their property in such condition PADUCAH BUSINESS MEN
For a Recount in New York,
gallon.
no fresh air.
grounds,
has
accepted
a
challenge
as
to
breed pestilence?
business foresight observed the posAlbany, N. Y., June l2.—The senWELCOME MORNING PAPER.
The conference began this mornKeep at least one window open in
from the "Pearl's," a newly organ'ssibilities of accruing riches from the
ate by a v_ote of 82 to 17, repasseed your bedroom day
ing,
and
will
doubtless
be
concluded
and night,
ecl team, and will play Sunday afterInvasion of Salvador by Nicaragrowth of land values, appreciated
over
the
veto of Acting Mayor MeAt a meeting of the business men noon at the Third and Norton street today.
Fresh air helps to kill the consumpthe dissipation of the natiaral wealth guan troops indicate that Zelaya has held at
the Commercial, club head grounds. The game will be called
The following officials are here In Gowan, of New York Assemblyman tion germ,
of the nation, and the others, true declared war, but it may be just a
quarters last evening, Hr. James T. promptly at 2:30 o'clock. The
regard to the matter: C. C. Cameroh, Prentice's ;bill providing for a judicFresh air helps to keep you strong
lineup
to the dogma of unrestrained
per- lark on the part of his troops. Dec- Land, of Mississippi, made
an ad- of the Pearl's follows: Morris, sio general freight agent of the Hlinces ial recount and resanvaits of the bal- and healthy.
sonal opponlunity, placed no check on larations of war are
very formal dress setting forth plans which he
east
lots
at
the
mayoralty election of
Don't eat with soiled hands; wash
Smith, 3
Kelley, 2b; Wise, lb; Ed- Central at Chicago; D. W. Longprivate acquisition of public domain functions in Latin republics.
had in mind for establishing an up- wards, p: McKee, c; Carroll, :f; Bur- street, genera
them first.
If
freight agent o the
e 1905 in New York City.
and the destruction of forests.
----o-to-date morning paper, with
Don't neglect a cold or a cough.
Asso- ton, cf; f)anvage, rf. McKee is man-'1111nois Central at Memphis, and sevIn a free country public opinion is 1 Reports of Cabrera's murder 'were
Another Gradyville Body Found...
ciated Frees service. The meeting ager and Smith captain.
eral others.
How to Cure Consumption.
likely to regard government as a bur- premature.
Columbia,
Ky.,
June
12.—The
Passed a resolution extending to Mr.
Don't waste your money on patent
den and- hilie
ji
tense of individuals
body of Mrs. Linell, lost in the medicines
Land a hearty welcome to Paducah.
or advertised cures for (len"These are the days when the SENATOR MORGAN DIE14
with
cdmp
e.
Goveenmental
Taft im "Winning the West."
IN WASHINGTON 'HOUSE. Gradyville flood, was recovered, This atimption, but go to a doctor or a
young divinity student has a mental
policies at best are as shifting sands,
leaves but one body, that of Mrs. dispensary.
—See Moving Picture% at the Park struggle."
If you go in time, you
and we rear more politicians than
Lum Hill, missing. A number of -an be
Republicans of McCracken county all this week
Washington,
12.—United
June
cured; if you walt.until you
"As
to
what?"
statesmen. ,
men went from here today to con- are so sick
should make it a point to attend the
that you cannot work any
"Whether to preach or to pitch." States Senator John Tyler Morgan, of
The pericd of acquisition has long county convention
at the court house
Alabama. died here at 11:15 o'clock tinue the search,
longer, or until you are very weak;
1111.111P41i —Louisville Courier-Journal.
since passed. Our development has Saturday to
choose delegates to the
it may be too late; at any rate, it will
lst
a
night. Morgan had been in ill
advanced so feet that we are menaced state convention
What It Rained in Evansville.'
In the end mean more time out of
—Wedding invitations, announce- health for a number of years but had
with a check to our industrial IngleEvansville,
Ind. June 13.—In the work and more wages
ments and every character of en- more or less regularly attended seslost than if you
pendence through exhaustion of our
rain that fell here yesterday
were had taken core of
Angle worms, toads and alligators
!graved work is given careful, per- sions of congrees. He suffered from
yourself at the
crude supply.
numerous
angle
worms
and
toad
taicen in streets of Evansville after
start.
Morgan was aged
sonal attention At the Sun Job ;Alec angina pectoris.
"The conservation of our natural the recent rain storm.
83 years anti had been a member of frogs, and in the West End a young
Indicate an inDon't drink whiskey, beer or other
resources and their proper use consti- heresting psychological
alligator,
ten lothes long, was found intoxicating drinks;
the senate for 3o years. A commit
phenomenon,
they will do you
Have You Spring Fever?
tute the fundamental problem which ,attendant
in the street after the ruin.
on prolific precipitation of
no good, but will make it harder for
Warm, sultry days, like those we!tee from the senate and house will
underlies aimost every other prob-!atmospheric
moisture.
YOU to get well.
have had the past few days, bring accompany the body to his old home,
lem of our national life. Unless we
Married at Metropolis.
o
_Don't sleep In the same bed with
out the tired, run-down, spring fever Selma, Ala. The memorial ivervicee
maintain an adequate material basis
Mr. Henry Hovekarnp,
Insnrance anyone else, and, if possible, not in
1.
PADUCAH (PAT DUGAN).
conditions in the most healthy. We will be he'll here Friday.
for onr civilization, we can not main•
agent, and Miss Agnes HouSeman, of the same room.
Strange what misleading informafeel drowsy most of the time, indiffertain the institutions in which we take
935 North Tenth street, were martion comes from what are unexpected
Good food, fresh air and rest are
ent to everything, sometimes have MES .aFTER FASTING TEN DAYS
so greah and so just a pride; and to
ried by 'Squire Thomas Liggett at Me- the beet cures.
Keep in the sundull headaches, and are "out of
•
waste and destroy our natural re- sources. One would naturally feel
tropolis today.
Physical
eulturiet
shine as much as possible, and keep
certain
Gives
of
Life
getting
to
the
Prove
Ports**
right "dope"
generally.
sources means to und ermdne this mayour windows open, winter and sumFood Is Unnecemsary,
This is a condition incident to the
terial haste. During the last five concerning a prominent city in KenIn the' Pullitutti.
mer, night and day, Fresh air, night
first warm weather, but, it is merely
years efforts have befit made in ACV- tucky from a Isoulaville paper. Here
The conductor was startled by wild and day, is
Washington, June 12.— That peogood for you.
nature's warning to get In fit coneral new directions in the govern- I conic.% one of the enterprising jour-1
Cries and ran forward,
ple
must
to
eat
nate
live
demonstratOf
Go to a hospital while you can,
was
that
however,
city,
dition
with
for the warm wagon ahead.
a
ment service to get our people to
"What
does
all tithe mean?" he de- and before It Is
too late. There you
The condition is due to a sluggish ed again today. A printer who inenfilook ahead, to exerchie foresight, and long and strong complimentary writemanded of the ringleader of the mob -a n get
the best treatment, all the
liver, deranged digestive functions, Med he could ignore this lair of ha'to substitute a planned and orderly up of the city of Paducah, in which
of
frenzied
women.
tore
paid
the forfeit with his life.
rest, all the fresh air, and all the food
or probably deranged kidneys. It is
development of our resources In the it is solemnly stated that on the
"It means a lynching," the rine- ahich you need.
Swerdflger, a compositor at
easily and quickly cured, if taken in 'John
place of a haphazard striving for tin- banks of the river near that city Is
leader
grimly
replied.
ithe government printing office, unThe careful and elehn consumptive
The
tie will he more
hand in time,
mediate profit. The effort has beenthe grave of the groat Indian. chief
"What's the trouble?" the con- is not
from whom the city took its name
dangerous to those with whom
popular this Kummer
The osteopathic treatment hi the dertook with a number of other per.
made through several agencies."
than
eons belonging to a physical Culture ductor asked.
he live% and works.
ever before, and why not?
Thus dill President Roosevelt In There may have been an Indian warpane, rational, more effective cure
The
ringleader
put
shoulder
her
o-gantriation
a feat of '30 days. Not
They are the coolest and neat.
his speech before the National Milo- nor with a name somewhat wimiltir
for such ailMents. Several treatonce this heanth had a morsel of food to the door.
eat tie to be had.
rial roceociatIon embody in concrete to the Mime of this prosperous anal
ments in the dry hot air machine; folHe Tried It.
"There's a woman in this wash
been taken by Swerchiger. He drank
form the policies of the various ad- progressive city, but it's the height
lowedby the osteopathic treatment
A young man who persisted In
room," she answered. "who has held
water
freely.
the
See
New
He
showed
Store's
no
material
splenministrative bureatte of the interior of absurdity to try to tell
that he
eradicates the condition. It stimusigns of weakening untif 'he fell un- postresion of the only mirror for the whispering lousily to the lady who
did display In the
window
department, and plats. the nettles he. gave the city its name
Ask any oldlates every function.--the liver, and
accomininled htm to a symphony conconseloits to the floor this 'morning Past two hours, Come on, girls."
The display is very unique In
tyre/en. the executive and spenial in.,tinie Ohio river sieamboatman
stomach and bowels, the kidneys and
or
And in the wild rulah that followed cert, telling her what the music
and expired of heart trouble.
Itself and the Oen the best
torests, particularly in the west, on any old dweller of the river eeetion
blood, the heart action, and doee it
the offending female was torn from "meant," what sort of a engage wait
values you will fluid anywhere.
lof the city, and you will be told that
high grounds.
withoet resort to drugs of any sort,
her post of vantage and severely coming next and se on, caused seriWant
White
Men,
•
--just
The west is most intimately con- away back yondeer when boats first
Fullrerereible,
washable
>us annoyance to everyone of his
Chattanooga, Tenn., June 12. — mauled.
Plowing
the
pelucid
waters
of
lahran
I should like for you to ihresti- There Is great indignation
cerned with the home policies of the
material, in all colors, and
Itrimedlate neighbors. Presently he
here over
Belle
riser, they used -wood for
government. The reclamation of arid ha
Kato osteopathy, It is a new science the appointment of (lerfloki Thompsolid (whore, regular
hoc
closed his eyes and said to his coinShe Knew.
lands, the reservation of fuel landhfuel almost excluelvehy. There was
in healing, but, there is nothing oes son, colored,
qualities for 25c.
its guager for the Scott"And you .sat the duke has not panktill
preservation, prevention of a woodYard for boats at or near the
cult, about it,—merely
forest
scientific Price distillery. Proprietors of the proposed?"
"Did you ever try listening
to
Come, lay In your ceiPitir I I manipulation to restore
wattle of ittoek range, 'development site of the present city of Paducah,
music with your eyes shut? You have
dors-Deed distillery threaten to shut down,
"He has not."
before
are
the
andit
aweortments
was kept by an Irishman
of the inland waterways--all these
function to normal activity, and to
"1 don't know what to make of no idea how lovely It soundei"
depleted.
are of vital Interest between the A1-flamed Patrick Dugan
Of course'give tone to all the organs of the
Thereupon a gentleman who sat in
Contractor Byrd Is Up.
him."
legfieny motintaine and the Pacific everybody called him Pat Taman, and
i body.
Contractor Mel Byrd who broke a
"I'D make a monkey of him, to be- a seat in trent of the young man
henne. Paciugan-hanll
'tope.
! The great 1•110(`CRS I am having with rib and injured his shoulders in a fall gin with " hissed the proud maiden, twisted
Ithat loon
h I meetf about. and said
l!t every day in the treatment of Pa- eevertel weeks ago, Isola on crutches. for she
his,i.hhre you have the genesis of the
By this timely conchtitration
furious, believing her- gravel)':
ducah people you know *ell is the
rgiiments President Ronsevelf. has name. All old-time rtvermen know
self scorned.— Washington Herald.
"Young man, did Sou ever try. listjtentimony I offer for it. C,all me
put the admini-tratkm in a strong ell about this, and some of them
ening to music with your Mouth
—Place your orders or wedding.
"owe
to !nest the forces,
which prolvahly could tell 'yogi
s
aequeinfiz
o
j
nywAir
over
phone
1407,
or call to etat• me. Invitations at home
William M. Chase, the artist, who shut ?h— haloes City Star.
415,041
The ;M a
le
epstaire. 516 Broadway, fli,1131 time showing me great an assortment as has sailed for Europe. will try to
ere working for their private gain to *nee with descendants if the original
from 9 to non-'sr 1:34 to 5 In tele you will find anywhere!, at prices Interest Americans lb London and
ilihdlint down the none/ of the interior Petrick Dugan. (live the Indian his
Many puplle weak. so Meth Until
.hhIspitrtment It wee made on the eve•due, but aim let other. people have
afternoon
Dr. (I. R. FrOSIE, Oetno• Mut% lower than you eill have to Palls in the proposed monument to on an Invisible devil that there is
convention
at
theire.—Woman'
estate
e
World.
the
pattlet.
treat real
'
" ..t ;
Stanford White,
fray elsewhere.
neither light nor heat iejt for men,
f
•
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A WISE HEAD

114060.I

It's a wise head that thinks for
itself.
It's a wise head that is not carried
away by the seductive prices some
clothiers name on spring wearables.
The wise head investigates the
quality to find out what the clothier
offers for the price.
$10, $12 and $15 are prices every
clothing store names for suits.
The wise head says "Show me."
We want to show you our $10, $12
and $15 suits and then say "Match us,
if you can."
When a man learns it's what he gets
for the price that counts, then he's
wise.

I

I

The Clothing Store That Carries
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bride's home, where a wmktiug sup- comautmed hums by her father W. W.I
per will be served. They will come to BrizendIee
—eartela
Paducah tomorrow to reside on North
Mrs. Lola Pace has returned home
Sixteenth street.
to Paducah after a visit to her sister, Mrs. Ike Haynes, at Mayfield.
Enjoyable Fishing Party.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Wilhenit
Misa Olga List, teacher at the went to Louisville today.
tie --sae sactszreore
Evangelical church, took her claim of
Sharp-Mel:lathery.
Miss Ethel Robertson, Mr. Jesse
This evening the marriage of Miss boys with their gin friends across the Thurman and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ada Sharp to Mr. Joules W. Me- river to the lower lakes. A pleasant Davis. Mr. and Mrs. John Schroeder
Glathery, of this city, will take place time was enjoyed by all and many went to Dawson Springs today to lain Itumboldt, 'aeon., Miss Mettle Lou tish were caught by the members of tend the banquet given tonight. .
eleGlathery, a sister of the groom, is the party. The party. which consisted! Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Duke went to
a bridesmaid and Mr. Edward Scott, of Mies Oa List, Christy and Anton- Louisville today to visit.
1
of this city, Is one of the grootusmen. nette Kolb Flor'ence and Marjoriel
Mr. Charles Hinkle and son, Hart,'
Misses Lithe Mae and Grace Mc- Mailmen, Katherine Rock, Katherine went to Dawson Springs today.
Voekel,
Lottiel
Glathery have gone to Humboldt to Steinhauer, Dora
Miss Inez Trent, 306 Harahan bouBriggs, Robert Rock, Herbert Shel-levard, went to Loulsviile today for
attend the wedding.
ton, Harold Hummel, George Shelton, a several days' visit. Miss Ruth Trent
For a special this week we are going to have your skirt wade
Harry List and Chester Kerth, was will accompany her home.
Cotillion Club.
1
free, provided you buy material of nine pieces of imported
chaperoned by the Rev. and Mrs. WilMisses Mildred Terrell, 516 KenThe
Cotillion
club
will
give
a
dance
Cloth, which constitute the materials for this special. These
, :lani Bourquin and Mrs. A. List.
tucky
avenue,
this
Anna
evening
at
the
Boswell,
Wallace
302
park
cloths are of the finest imported light-weight texture ranging
North Seventh street, went to Louispavilion In honor of the visitors In
in price from $2.50 total 00 a yard; of course, the bindings of
In Honor of Visitor.
ville today to visit.
your skirt must be bouglit 'of us also. These cloths will make
the city.
Mrs. Hal S. Corbett entertained
Ideal summer clothes. and Urania mind that the making of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Miller went to
o, garment by Mrs Ferriunua costa you nothing. These cloths
this morning at her home on North Oaldvicll county today. They accom,Opening Ball.
will not last long, So come down at your earliest opportunity.
The sixth annual ball will be given Seventh tercet, at five hundred, in panied Miss Margaret Miller to her
this evening at the New Century ho- honor of Mime Laura January. There home after attending school here.
tel, Dawson Springs. This will mark were seven tables. The club prize
the openin g of the popular hotel for was captured by Mrs. Armour Gard- BRAVES FLYING HOOFS
TO SAVE HIS FINE TEAM.'
the summer. Several Padtosh peo_ ner, and the visitor's prize was won
by Mrs. James Campbell. A dainty
ple are at the springs.
two course luncheon was served afWith head and shoulders within a
ter the game.
few inches of flying hoofs Will HusChurch Concert.
bands, street contractor, unbuckled
A large -audience was present at
To Mt-et Visitors.
the trace chains and freed his $400
the First Christian church last night
Mrs. M. G. Vahttefleld and Misses draft team of horses this morning at
at the concert given by Mrs. ear. E.
Katherine
Whitetleld
anii Birdie Ninth and Harrison streets, saving
Jones and Mrs. R. C. Covert for the
Woolfoik will receive this afternoon them from injury only by taking des1
benefit of the Ladies' Furnishing so—For Dr. Pendlay ring 416.
Police Court.
from 5 until 6 o'clock to meet Misses perate chances. Husbands was sitting
The lecture
---Earthquake, try It.
Isiah Taylor, colored, for stealing ciety of the church.
Martha and Alice Carroll, and Miss by his driver, Joseph Tucker.
The,
roots
prettily
was
decorated
with
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400% $39 from Willie Crutchfield, colored,
Ruth Hernenway, who are visiting in wagon was empty at the
Illinois;
carnations
daisies.
palms,
other
and
Broadway. Phone 196.
was held over on bond of $30020thCentral crossing of Harrison street.'
the city.
—Fine carnations at 50e per doz- er eases: Mrs. Bass, disorderly house, totted plants. In addition to the
and a puffing locomottve frightened
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
$25 and costs; Mrs. Lizzie Roberts, regular program, consisting of the
broke."'
Miss Eva Welkert left yesterday the horses, not yet "city
—McCells patterns and magazines, disorderly house, 'coat:nue& P. Gib- beet niusical talent in the city, Miss for
Snapping the wagon tongue in two,
Columbus, to visit friends.
Dryfues
Mamie
Joseph
and
sang
Mr.
complete stock on sale at The Bar- son, breach of ordinance, continued;
Mrs. Walter Cunningham, 308 allowing the jagged ends to beat
Miss Harvey
Tom Mylett, diso4Sierly conduct, con- Desberger recited
gain Store, 319 Broadway.
North Twelfth street, has returned their sleek sides, the horses started
—Mr. T. J. Stahl has closed his to- tinued; Tom Whitelow, colored, dis- Amoss, of Cobb. Ky., who is visiting from Chester,
Ill., where she visited at a mad gallop. Tucker held firmly,
bacco warehouse until the next to- orderly house, contInuect; Bob Long, in the city, rendered a piano solo.
ant Husbands immediately let himher parents.
using a carriage over time, $10 and
bacco crop Is In.
Mies Jennie Mickie 'has gone . to self down to the trace chains. While
—Carbon paper that gives entire costs.
Benefit of Church.
Chicago and
northern
Indiana to they ran four squares, he succeeded
satisfaction, and every sheet guaranThe women of the Broadway Meth- visit.
I by strenuous work in undoing them,
teed is the Webster Moll Copy Carodist church gave.an interesting conCounty Court.
Mrs. John Murray and daughter, and freed the horses from being horbon, handled only by R. D. Clements
Clara Vogt was appointed adminis- cert last night for the benefit of the M:ss Effie, have returned from Davi_ ribta: cut by the jagged ends of the
a
& Co. Phone 43C.
church. The program was enjoyed son Springs.
wagon tongue, A few squares further
tratrix of the late Joe Vogt.
Incorporated.
—The world renowned Earthquake
This morning County Clerk Hirani by a large audience. Vocal and inMisses Lois Aycock and ha Byn- the horses were stopped.
strumental
solos
caffiet cleaner is sold by Biederman. Smedley rece,ved
were given by Peo- um, of Murray, are visiting in Padua communication
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. Noon- from this Cate board of equalization ple of the city. The feature of the cah this week,
PRINCETON INChNDIARY
day luneheon for ladies and gentle- saying that the county state tax will evening was the work at little Miss
Mrs. Julia Cochran, of near FarmFIRE CAUSE OF BIG SUIT
GET OUT of the wet. Jobs won't
men 25 cents. A la Carte bill of fare.-remain the same, 50 cents on the &A- Genela Ballewe, who proved herself ington, is tn the city visiting her son,
be so easy to get neat year. We can
—During the Chautauqua the Car- tar: The total county va:uation
Is a clever entertainer In songs and rec- Will Cochran, who is ill with flux.
Attorneys William
Marble and
use 500 machinists. Highest wages;
negie library _will close every evening ,$11,478,260.
itations.
•
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Johnson, of John K. Hendrick, of the firm of Hensteady
employment
guaranteed.
at 6 o'clock, sap as to enable the liTerre Haute, Ind., are visiting Mrs. drick, Miller & Marble, went to
Transportation advanced to machinbrarian and her assistants to attend
Johnson's
father,
BANKHEAD SUCCESSOR.
Mr.
M. LeRoy, 408 Princeton this morning to be heard
Ice Cream Supper:"
ists, having first-chess references. We
If they desire.
in demurrers flied against the petiThe Young Ladles' Aid society of Fountain avenue.
positively make no charge in
any
—Fires in the glass factory fur- Will Be Appointed Temporarily to the Trimble Street Methodist church
Col. John McElrath, of Murray, Is tion in the case of John , G. Orr
EAT at Whiteheed's restaurant.
way, manner, shape or form, for senaces in Mechanicsburg will be startFM Place of Morgan.
gave an lee cream supper last night visiting his esieter, Mrs. J. R. Cole- against the Imperial Tobacco compaMITCHELLS for high-grade bicy- curing jobs for machinists. Address
ed Saturday, and Paducahans will be
ny, of Kentucky, a, branch of the cles, 326-328 South Third street.
on the lawn of the church. An in- man. of Jefferson street.
with references The National Metal
enabled to see glass
melted and
Mr.
W. P. Moore has returned from Imperial Tobacco conipany, of EngBirmingham, Ala., June 12.—Un- teresting mineral program with the
TELEPHONE 203 for nice bundled Trades Association, Cincinnati, 0,
blown into hundreds of shapes, a der etre regulations of the Demoassistance of Jackson's band
was Columbia, Tense, where he visited his land, for $13,000, the value of a toJohnston-Denker Coal Co.
sight novel in Paducah. Manager cratic primary held August 27, last
bate° barn burned at Princeton in
given and a neat sum cleared.
FOR DRY WOOD, Old
Harry Finley Is putting the finishing year, It will be the duty of Gov.
Phone MAY PROVE BWW PR ICEMEN'
Mrs. James J. Rohan and children December. 1906, when all city offr2361.
touches to the plant, and believes he Corner to appoint former Congressarrived
last
night
to
visit
Mrs.
seized,
two
were
Rolocked up and
cars
Charity Club.
Will have it ready for continued op- man John H. Bankhead, who was deWANTED—A good cook, at once, New Process for Preserving Ma-at Dishan's parents, Captain and Mrs. Mike tobacco barns burned to the ground
The Charity club will meet tomorcovered in Paris.
eration before the weak is out.
1039 Jefferson,
feated for re-election to the house row morning at 10:30 o'clock with Williams, Third and Madison streets. by night riders.
Washington, June 11.—A new pro—The only carpet cleaner;
Mr. Frank Cheek will return the
the last year by Copt. R: P. Hobson. to
owned one barn and had made
Orr
FOR
RENT
—
Furnished
rooms.
Mrs. Edward Bringhurert. 620 Kencase for prerarving meat and putting
latter part of this week from Baylor a deal with the tobacco company to Old phone 1114.
Earthquake. Saves work and money. the vacancy created by the death of
tucky avenue. This will be an imthe ice man out of bueinees has been
university at Waco, Tex.
—We give you Dealer carriage and Senator John T. Morgan,
sell It. No money had been paid, and
PASTURE
for
rent.
Good
grass
p-or-tent meeting and all members
discovered in Paris. The state deMrs. W. W. Williamson, of Louis- when the barn burned, the company and plenty
better service for the money than
of
water. Phone 334-2. partment has received a report
are urgently retie-egged to be present.
from
eine, is visiting her parents, Mr. and refused to pay over the amount
is given by any transfer company In
Orchard Sticks to Story.
FOR heating and stovewood ring Consul General Guenther on the pro.
Mrs. Willam
Merrer,
agreed
America. Fine carriages for special
of
on,
:Inman.
Monroe
that
alleges
Orr
Boise, June 12.—For an hour to.
137 F. Levin.
Prof. Billiagton Weds.
cee.s discovered by Professor Lapstreet.
occasions on short notice; also ele- day Attorney
a contract existed while the company
datehardson tried
in
Prof. S. .1. Billington, superintendOR—SALE—Ice box altiaost new. parent, in Which he says:
Mr,. Elmo Steger and children left alleges it did not, no money having —F
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co vain to confuse
Orchard relative to ent of McCracken county schools, and
"The meat is hung up In a tight
today for
Mountain
Grove, Mo., been paid In. The Paducah attorneys Apply 904 Kentucky avenue.
—It you haven't rime to go home his
testimony, concerning his at- Miss Jestee May Stewart, of the Milwhere they will spend the summer.'represent the plaintiff. The case propto lunah, try Whitehead's 25 cent tempts to assassinate
BRICK WORK WANTED—Phone box, and then a few sulphur threads
Governor Pea- burn Chapel neighborhood, will be
are plved In it and ignited, after
Mr. Stegar accompanied them to er will be tried in the fall.
1562.
dinner. Polite gervice.
body. The witrrean stuck to his orig- married this evening at 5 o'clock at
Memphis.
—Don't fail to attend the opening
.FOR SALE—Good second-hand which the box is closed. The meat
inal story and declared the attempts the residence of the Rev. T. B.
Mr. C. H. Morris has gone to
ball at Dixon Springs, June 15. Cheap
Tennessee road wagon, Apply Johns- should not contain any sawed bones,
LEVY'S BIG SALE.
were all inspired by Haywood and Rouse, pastor of the Baptist church
decomposition proceeds from
as
Clarksvill Tenn., where he was callrates on I. C. railroad. J. 2d. Groves,
--„
ton-Denker
Coal Co.
Moyer.
at Lone Oak. It will be a quiet af- ed by the illness of his
them. The boxes ought to be airManager.
And.
Crowds
Shoppers
Thronged
Great
of
FOR SALE— 500 shares Mergenfair, only a few of their intimate
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JAS. M. COLLINS CO.
Practical Horse Shoeing. 309 South Fourth St.
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tel Marlborough
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Restaurant

STRIKE A MATCH

SWEENEY—TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY

Turn a valve and your
stove is ready for action any
minute of the day, any
hour of the 'night, if you

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

The Magic No. g.
Number three is a wonderful mascot for GPO, H. Parris, of Cedar
Grove, Me., according to a letter
which reads: "After stifle-Mg much
with liver and kidney trouble, and
becoming greatly discouraged by the
failure to find relief, I tried Electric Bitters, and as a result I am a
well man today, The first bottle relieved and three bottles completed
the cure." Guaranted best remedy
for stomach, liver and kidney troubles, by all druggists 50C.

Real Estate Agency.
FREE ROAL,ESTATE PRice LIST
•

Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
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"YOU ARE LUCKY"

IN ADDITION

If you don't have 11 rainy tiny.
icknetos, trouble—
you can't tell just what will happcn.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
dot
You won't miss a little out of each week's earnings. Figure mit just how much you can .are.
Opel. nn'
,mount with us and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay 4 per
cent, on deposits.

To our new goods, we are
now receiving, we' have in
stock some bargains in second
hand pianos, slightly, used
and but little abused, at
tempting prices and attractive
terms; including
Knabe
Kingsbury,
Grunewald.
Ellington.

Mechanics and

Farmers Savings Bank
ill Br
a

way

Players from $75.00 Up
The player piano a specialty.
Delighted to show them.
"Come in again."

W. T. Miller & Bro.
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Eiroricivvrty.

TO

KISS.

Complainant's Beauty Is No Bewitching Offense Is Natural,
Granite City, Ill., June 12— M,a.Steil* McClain, of Alton, appearel
yesterday in Justice Kinder's court
In Granite City to prosectite E. A
Seek, an Alton druggist. Site said he
visited a physician's office In Alton,
where he was employed, and stole
three kisses.
Seek denies the episode without
qua:treat ion
Miss McClain is so undeniably
pretty that when Justice Kinder slaw
her he remarked:
"One can hardly blame a man for
wanting to kiss a girl who looks like
that."
Benediet -That luminous paint is
a splendid invention.
BingletonsWhat do you use it for? Benediet—
We paint the baby's face so we can
give him a drink in the night with,
out lighting the
Chronicle.

ges.---Ohkag0

ILLINOIS

CENTRAL

EX-

tURSION BULLETIN.

The following rednee‘rates
are announced:
Los Anzeles, Cal.—Electric
Medical Associatioti, June 8th
to 13th; limit August 31st.
Round trip, 160.50.
Saratoga Springs, N. .
Knights
Templar—$2,6.20---July and- to 7th inclusive,
good returning until July 16,
with privilege of extension
until 3uly 24, upon payment
of
$1.00 extra.
Through
'sleeti411 from ,Paducah to Buffalo, on train 104, 1:33 a, m.,
Saturday, July 6.
Philadelphia—B. P. 0 E.—
$21.'40, July 11th to 14th inclusive, good returning until
July 23rd with privilege of
extension until
July
31st.
Through sleeper from Paducah, leaves on traln44, July
14th, 1:33 a. m.

For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN.
Agt City Ticket Cake
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot

CO OK
WITH
GAS
No Coal!,
No Ashes!
No Bother!

FIFTY FOOT OF SERVICE PIPE FREE

The Paducah Light & Power Co,
4 I neorporeted.
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• humor of the situation, and Philip
I> ••
•
•
understood that if he would see the
May be only a tired liver, or a starved
great man of the firm he must adopt a
liver. It would be a stupid as well as
wore emphatic tone.
savage thing to beat a weary or starved
man because he lagged In his work. So
"I had better Warn you that Mr. WilCall, write, or phone for CATALOGUE anti full particulars. Special
In treating the lagging, torpid liver it is
son of Messrs. Grant & Sense Ludgate
IT IS PROBABLE THE GOVERNa great mistake to lash it with strong
11111, meta me here to see Mr. IsaacSUMMER DISCOUNT NOW ON. POSITIONS as:cured (Sr MONCif BACK
MENT WILL PROSECUTE.
drastic drugs. A torpid liver Is but an
stein. Ain I to go back to Mr. Wileon
indication of an III -nourished, enfeebled
and say that the office boy refuses to
body whose organs are weary with over
admit me?"
work. Start with the stomach and allied
There was a sting in the description,
organs of digestion and nutrition. Pet
President and Attorney General Both 28 t
di I tte.i ss
18 )caus• sat cab. Address Draugl .
coining from such a speaker.
them in working order and see how
•
Hold to S ten that the Frets
Incorporated.
Co.,
College
•• Author of -Wings of the Morning,— "The Pillar of
the
"Look
was
'ere,"
angry
retort.
••
quickly your liver will become active. •44-•
Werrant It,
Light," Etc.
"Go avay und biay, all you? I'm
e•-•
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery a••••
. 44400
i
•••
pizzy."
has made many marvelous cures of "liver
•••
••
COPYRIG II T, 1904. By EDWARD
Then Philip reached quickly through
•• •
CLODS.
teemble" by Its wonderful control of the
•
••
organs of digestion and nutrition. It re•••••••••••••••esem•••••••••••••444,iseeesr•••••••• the little arch, grabbed a handful of
Washington, June 12 — Developshirt, tie and waistcoat and dragged
storm the normal activity of the stomach,
the big nose and thick lips violently ments since the conferenee at the
Increases the secretions of the blood-makMost noted waters and baths in America
white house last
Friday
evening
Ing glands, cleanses the system frolm poiagninst the wires of the grille.
(Continued From Yesterday.)
FAMILY RE-1/13ORT
-r
E
IDEAL.
make
it
probable
that
sionous accumulations, and so relieves the
the
governde
"Will
Visit
you
I ask or shall I
see him annihilated later in the day.
heated, Capacity real guests.
Electric
lighted,
Steam
liver of the burdens imposed upon it by
ment
will
begin
proceedings
under
CHAPTER IV.
Mipreover, the sausages really smelt try and pull you through?" he 'saki
the defeetion of other organs.
the anti-trust act against E. H. HarNo Mosquitoes, No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
HE keen, strong March wind excellently, and he was now ravenous. quietly.
liATIIS--Suipliur, Mud, Vaper anti tiiiessilete•
If you have bitterer bad taste in the mornBut the boy's ready yell brought two riman and his associates for violasoon blew the clouds from his He enteFed the shop and gave his orlng. poor or
labia appetite, coated tongue,
iwi mg, Billiards, Tennis, Hunting.
A M USEM EN TS--Datici
tion
of
tilt'
law
in
connection
with
clerks
running,
and
thrown
e
door
was
brain.
ders
with
a quiet dignity that astoilniiHe did not hurry toward
foul breath. co stipa
or irregular bowels.
Fishing.
so-called
the
A
It
on
railroad
released
Phil
deal,
his
open.
tile
opponent and
te. I weak. eaall
Hatton Garden. He sauntered, el the proprietor and hugely delighted
spondent, frequent
Roles SI is 110 50 per week, 125 Is $37 50 per mitt. Special Pates to Festive Patties MN
headaches, pain
"small of back." rather, with his right hand clinched the greengrocer, who, in the Intervals instantly explained his actien. One of Felon and Southern Pacific transit.Chem Reduced Roust Trip Rees of 1510 over need Greta: home
•
gnawing or dis
g in stet:pacts. on the tiny perm! In his pocket, the or inistrieve kept peeping at him the clerks, an elderly man, looked a lions, and perhaps in connection with
perhaps nausea.
'
,risings" in parcel which
MERCK V. BROS., OWNERS MID MANAGERS GRAYSON SPRINGS, IT.
than the boy's ragged gar- the Southern Pacific and San Pedro
little
deeper
tereigh
had
the
window.
suddenly
Pbillp
been
ate
steadenthroat after eating, and kin
symptoms dowed
with such magic potenttalltiess. ily. and the bill amounted to ninepence, ments, and the mention of Mr. MI- train,
. agreement.
Of weak stomach and torpid 11
UAW'
PMI'S name procured him a hearing.
Clue will relieve YOU more remedy or curç It was the instinct to guard a treasure which his ally paid cheerfully.
At the %bite house conference last
ro a. 11 a Af.ra Or
of great value that led to this InvolunMoreover, be bad previous experience Friday evening Commiselonere Knapp
in/ Piere
.10
The boy held out his hand.
Golsen Jsledkai 1)lscovery. lerhaps only tary action. He was preoccupied,
"Think you, Mr. Judd." he said of the youthful janitor's methods.
and Lane., who are understood
disto
ta part of the &butte symptoms will be present turbed,
Can be enjoyed in sate deticht
With a cuff on the ear, this injured hold oppesite Yittwa on this question.
vaguely striving to grasp a frankly. "I will return without fall. I
at one time and yet point to torpid liver
or vision that seemed
on the STELE STEAMSHIP
to elude his exact will not insult you by offering more personage was bidden to go upstairs explained their respective positions
biliousness and weak stomach. Avoid all
hot bread and beetles. griddle cakes and comprehension.
than the amount you have advanced and any that Mr. Wilson had sent a at some length.
OR COMFORT, REST . ND PLEASURE
other indigestible food and take the "Golden
it offers an unevausliee opportunity
What did it all mean? Was It really or me, but some day I may be able to boy to see Mr. Isancstein. The added
The president and Attorney GenMedical Discovery" regularly and stick to its possible that
Only-Passenger 5,:rvice Exclusively
Class
irst
Insult
mime
was
when
compelled
he
render
you
good
he.
service
In repayment."
Philip Anson, oreral Bonaparte. however have kept
at orio ill...a for boo91.5
use until you arc vigorous and strong.
Modern oointorta. electric. lIghting; a • ebirant
to
a
waiting
Philip
to
usher
Tbeee Mailings tfaellr netween Chicago, Fes•k•
room.
phaned,
riabt.
travel
Then
beggared,
who
he
walked off toward the viapractically a starve
The "Discovery" is non-secret, non-alcowell informed on every phaee of the
11.sasse ...lags and illtsellatse Wand
e
Soon
entered.
a
clerk
Ile
was
vLsiing
tramp, should have the riches of duct steps, and Mr. Judd looked after
Ihslath •••1 all t Estero and
beir•It.
holic. is a glycerie extract of native, medicinonuser L.g
tits losures at the hearings of the in
r Week-end Trttsel for Huainan.
Canalita• Pellet. Ask about
nal roots with a full list of its ingredients Golconda showered upon him in this tern.
bly astoulehed by the appearance *of
h.
, and KeservatInne, ankles..
me. For Torras. ROLA.
•
terstate
coinmeree
commiseion
and
printed on each bottle-wrapper and attested mad fashion?
•
EPA BEROLZHEIM 9. P. A. Manitou steamship Co.. Chicag• i
If the small stone he
"Talks like a little gentleman, 'e Mr. Wilson's messenger, and so was
p
/IN
'
under oath. Its ingredients are endorsed
-•••.,
•••• ,,•
while great weight would naturally
.....
and extolled by the most eminent medical bad shown to the 'jeweler were worth does. If my little Jimmie 'ad lived 'e Mr. Isaacstein when Philip was parad- attach to the
views
and
reconimendawriters ot the age and are recommended to hundreds, then sonic of those #i the would ha' bin just about his age. Lord ed before him in a spachme apartment
cure the diseases for which It is adveted.
paper were worth thousands. while as lumme, I 'ope the lad turtle up again. tilled with glass eases and tables, mit Hens of the members of the commis- PIONEER
Vacation Trips.
ASKS FOR A DIVORCE.
Don't accept a substitute of unknown for the
stone in the back yard of his an' not for the sake of the bloomita which several nesistnnts were seated. sion, it is believed both the president
In the summer resort region of
tompositinn for this non-secret SEDICINIII house
tittorney
and
the
general
have
reachdeuce"-began,
the
but
he
'What
-well, imagination boggled at ainepence, neither. Tomatoes, mum?
O
liZtqWN COIIPOSITIOS.
checked himself. "What does Mr. 'Wil- ed the same conclusion, namely that Michigan Man, Aged 90, Tires of Mar- Wisconsin, Minnesota and Northern
the effort to appraise it. The thought Yes'm. Fresh in this mornine"
ried Life,
Line
Michigan, The North-Western
begot a sense of caution, of reserve,
After crossing Holborn viaduct Philip son want?' he went on. Evidently his the evidence submitted justifies acWORKS iS0 YEARS ON RUBAIYAT of
reaches with direct train service and
well reasoned determination not to Stood for a little while gazing into the Ludgate Hill acquaintance was useful tion to restore the original status.
Kalamazoo, Mich., June 12.—Levi
reveal his secret to anybody. Perhaps showroom of a motor agency. It was to Philip.
sleeping cars, a
Woods, a territorial pioneer and for through Pullman
Corporation Counsel of Worcester, It would
"He wants nothing, sir," said Philip.
be best not to take Messrs. not that he was interested in Panhard
reiorts, huntsummer
of
cool
series
Presbyterian
52 years a pi:lar of the
Mass., Produces Best 'Pranslation.
Isnaestein 4 Co. wholly Into his contl- er tie Dion cars, theu but little kuown "He sent me to see you on a matter of
church here, has wearied of wedded ing and fisliing grounds,, which for
tienee.• He would simply show theta to the general public in England, but business. It is of a private nature.
life, and at the age of 90 demands variety of Interest excel all others.
Boston, Mass., June 12.— After the stone he had exhibited
to Mr. Wil- rather that he wished to rehearse care- Can you give me a few minutes alone?"
a divorce from his wife. Mary, whom Numerous good hotels, boarding
working 20 years on the one effort, son and take the beat price
Isnacstein ,was a big headed, tile
they of- fully the programme to be followed
Eben Francis Tompaon, corporation fered. Then, with the money
he married 27 years ago. The circuit
in his with Mr. Isaaestein. With a sagacity shouldered man, tapering to a small
OF TESTIMONIAL court has taken his case under ad- houses and camps. Some of the best
counsel of Worceester, has produced Possession. he could effect a much unlookeil for in one of his years, he de- point at his feet. lie looked absurdly 1114X1PIENT
fishing in the world. If You are inFROM CONSTITUENTS.
vLsement. Woods charges a daughter
the best translation of the Rubaiyat needed change In his appearance, visit rided that the meteor ehould not be like a top, and surprise or emotion of
of his wife by a former marriage with terested in finding a place suited to
of Omar Khayyam, according to crit- them again, anti gradually increaselais mentioned at all. Of courise the dia any sort caused him to sway gently.
ics. He spent four years' work oe1 one supply of diamonds until he had ob- mond merchant would instantly recag- He swayed now, and every clerk lookcanalng trouble. He says she induced your particular needs, call upon any
here and ticket agent or address N. M. Breeze,
him to sell his property
quatrafe.
tained nio-e money than he could tlize the stone as a meteoric diamond ed up, expecting him to fall bodily on
They Ask Him Not To Iteeign and
move to California, where she was general agent, 436 Walnut street,
wasibly spend during many years.
and would demand its earthly pedigree. to the urchin with the refined utterSeek To Meet Him in Mass
Above all else was it uecessary that Philip resolved to adhere to the simple ance who had dared penetrate into
living. He remained some time and Cincinnati, Ohio.
It's safer to laugh with the big
Convention,
potentate's
a
with
rethe
such
office
Ids
meteor
then returned, his wife preferring to
'should
statement
it
he
was
that
removed
his
own.properto
a
Man than to give him the laugh.
safer place than Johnson's Mews. ty and that any reasonable inquiry quest.
stay -with her d.eukelater, ho alleges.
- The Killarney of America.
Kimberley, Amsterdam and London
Philip had [scruples about appropriat- might he made in all quarters where
Nestling in a frame of beautifully
ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
Isametein's
effect
to
to
combined
lend
ing It. Lords of the manor and crown meteoric diamonds were obtainable us
DON'T!
wooded shores lies a series of beauAt Smi"eland a resolution asking
RIVER PACKET COMPANY
Don't let your child suffer with that
rights be bad never heard of.
to whether or net such a Stole was wit when he said:
lakes 145 nines north of the
tiful
Circuit
reffiing
Judge
Gordon
cough
with
can
when
cure
to
Balyou
it
"Is this a joke?"
His mother, watching his every missing. Meanwhile he could obtain
lard's norehound Syrup, a sure cut.
All the clerks guffawed ih chorus. meet his constituents in mass conven- for Coughs. Bronchitis, Influenza, City of Toronto, Ontario, and known
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER,
action from some Elysian height, had from Mr. Istaacsieln a receipt acknowltion June 15 at any place he might Croup and Pulmonary Diseases. Buy as the "Lakes of flays Region, a
sent the diamond loaded messenger tdging its custody and a small advance Fortunately Isaaestetn was in a good
specify, to receive a general appeal a bottle and try It. R. H. Laughter. chain of seven lakes studded
with
as a token of her love and care. It if money far below its real Worth, humor. He had just purchased a pearl
Ilyhalia, Miss., writes: "I have two
was his, and no wan should rob him of ireiviug the completion of the transac- for f250 which he would sell to Lady for him to retain his office, has been children who had croup. I tried man) lovely !stands. with hotels throughdifferent remedies. but niust say your
it. It behooved him to be sparing of_ tion until a later date. The qtiestien Somebody for MO to match another in adopted. Judge Gordon has signified Horehound Syrup is theI heat Croup and out the district and a good steamhis intention of resigning in order to Cough medleine I ever used."
boat service to all 'mints attracts the
givine or withholding his address nu earring.
explanations and sturdy In defense of
Sold by all druggists.
tourist, angler and sportsman. Just
"It appears to Ite." said Philip when manage a trust company with headhis property.
If it were asked for was a difficult one
quarters at Paducah. The resolution
the out-of-the-way sort of plane to
A good deal 'depended on the forth- to settle offhand. Perhaps the course the merriment had subsided.
Woman myefeel
esse
in alneaseFor some reason the boy's grave, has signers in Smithland, Carrsviiits,
:leo curing the summer months. For
coming interview, and he wished he lf events wetild permit him te keep
Kenosha,
Wrs..
June
12.— Alleg- all particulars and free illustrated
Lessees Paducah for Tennessee River could convert a small fraction of the Tohnson's Mews altorether out of the earnest eyt?..1 conquered the big little Joy, Hampton, Salem, Loa, Birdsvilla, Vitae, Grand
Rivers, luke., leg that she had been robbed of prop- publication apply to
W. Robinson,
wealth in his pocket into a few honest record, and a more reputable habita- man's amused scrutiny.
Every Wednesday at 4 p. m,
boy, be quick. What Is it?" Ledbetter and Berry Perry and arle in Chicago valued at $2014/00 by 510'6 Park Building, Pittsbnrg, Pa.
A. W. WRIGHT.... .......Mester pennies with the king's head on thew. tion would be provided once he had the lie"Now,
RAM testily. And every clerk bent throughout ...Livingston
county. A the means of-a mock marriage perEUGENE ROBINSON
Clerk The excitement and exercise had made iequIsite funds.
'o hIst task.
copy
resontion
of
the
was
brought to formed at the city hall in Chicago a
him
hungry
again.
His
breakfast
was
This company is not responsible
It's surprising how Diana friends
Thinking he had successfully tackled
"I have told yon. sir. I wish to have Paducah yesterdey by Coionel G. W. year ago, MTS. Tilile Dromboweki crenot
of
ample
proportions,
and
his all the problenut that
for invoice charges unless colleced by
a man has until he needs one
would demand 41 few minutes' conversation with you Landeam.
morning
a
this
scene
at
the
ated
here
meals
of
e'esterday
had been of the
the clerk of the boat.
solution, Philip wasted no more time. with regard to business of an Imporopening of the circuit court.
Special excursion rates from Padu- scantiest. It .would be well to face Ile entered Hatton Garden and had tant nature."
She had come to seek the aid of
Meeting.
Holiness
the
diamond
merchants
with
the
easy
cah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
not gone past many of its dingy houses
"You say Mr. Wileon sent you-Mr.
The great evangelist of Missouri, Judge Belden, but in telling her stothat
confidence
springs
from
a
satisfied
trip $8.04) . Leaves Paducah every
until he saw a large braise plate bear- Wilsen of Grant & Sons?'
appetite. Yet how to manage it? He
Mien hurtle Crow, will hold another ry to the district attorney she beBrookport,111.:
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
Mg the legend. "Isanesteln & Co., Dia"Yes, sir."
was sorry now he had not borrowed a
beginning came so hysterical that it was necesat Grahamville
meeting
mond Merchants, Kiniberley, Amsterlenneetein yielded to amazed curiErerstking
latesil
a De.
sary
for
,
the
her
remove
sheriff
to
sixpence from O'Brien. The old solJuly 11, 190T, aesisted by the illev.
dam and London."
osity.
aryl. A. lockout freetistuss. ,
from the court.
dier would certainly have lent it to
Brasfield.
the
cir
Wood
Mr.
of
v
I
le
He entered the office and' wasin"Step in here," he said and lel the
The woman's complaint will he rehim. He even thought of returning to
stantly confronted by a big nsseti way to his private office., surprising cult, and W. E. Charles, the noted ferred to the Cook county officials.
the Mlle End road to secure the loan,
evangelist.
singing
Mies
Crow
is
a
youth who surveyed lem through ii himself as well as bis assistants by
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
but he happened to remember that the
preachre of great note for analyzing
grille with an arened opening in it to this concession.
ANCIENT ROME
day was Saturday, anti it 'Wits probable
KENTUCKY.
admit letters and small parcels.
Philip closed the door, and Inane-Mein the holy ecriptures and driving it to Is now merely a memory of the past.
that the Hatton Garden offices would
Liniment is the family
Snow
Itallard•s
Thouwomthe
men
hearts
and
of
the
Book Binding, Bank Work, Legal
"Is Mr. Issaaestein in?" said Philip.
sharply
turned
at tbe sound. but the
close early. It was then nearly 11
liniment of the twentieth century. A
METROPOLIS, ILL.
'"Oah. yeas," grinned the other,
boy gave him no time to frame a ques- stands have been converted Linde; her Positive cure for Rheumatism, Burns,
and Library Work • specialty.
o'clock, and he could not risk the deD. A. Bailey, Prop,
Cuts. Sprains. Neuralgia, etc. Mr. t,.
"Will you kindly tell him I wish to tion.
ministry.
lay of the long, double journey.
Runyon, Stanberry. Mo.. writes: "1
see him?"
"I want you to buy this," he said,
have uscd Snow Liniment for Rheunta,- geweet and best hotel in the city.
At that instant a savory smell was
"OW yeas." There was a joke lurk- handing over the diamond.
Nomination by 3. tism and all pain. I can't say enough Kates $2.00.
Republican
Wins
Two large sample
its
EVANSVILLE, PADUCAH
AND wafted to him. He was passing n ing somewhere 1mm tlie atmosphere, but Isaaestein took it and gave It one
Leitchfield, KY- June 12--The re- in Sold
by all druggists.
small restaurant where sausages and
Bath rooms. Electric Lights.
100inn.
the young man had not caught its drift critical glance. tie began to wabbie turns from the nineteen precincts of
onions sizzled gratefully in large tin
The only centrally located Hotel ie
yet. The genet and unkempt 'visitor !wale.
CAIRO LIME
L.
Grayson county gives Dr.
S.
First Oommuter—What do you do
trays and pork chops lay in inviting
was evidently burlesquing the accent
(Incorporated)
Given, Republican candidate for rep- with yourself evenings, old man- HIP4-- tie city.
Prodigality amid rich, brown gravy.
(Continued in Next home.)
of such gentle people as came to the
resentative, a majority of three over ond Commuter—I take the _ 5:03 COMMERCIAL PATRONAGE SOThe proprietor, a portly and greasy
office on heftiness
LICITED.
his opponent, lion. Z. T. Proctor. train for the city.- Puck
Theuesville and Paducah Packets man with bald head and side whiskers,
THEIRS ARE VENV
Philip wetted a few 'second/1. The
was standing at the door exchanging
People who know how to take care of The friends of Proctor concede his
boy behind the grille filled in the in- themselves-the majority do not The
defeat, although the official count
views as to business with his next door
terynl by copying an address into the liver is a most important organ In the
neighbor, a greengrocer. Philip, twed
body. Herbine will keep it in condi- may change the result.
stamp book.
tion. V. c. Simpkins. Alba. Texas,
In the knowledge of his wealth. re"Why do you not tell Mr. Dtaaestein writes: "I have used Herbine for
solved to try what he could achieve on
King Haakon and Queen Maud.
Chill,
and Fever and find it the hest
I am here?' he said at lane
medicine I ever used. I would not he
credit.
Norway, have left Paris tier Lon"Oah. yeses. You vii he funny. eh?' without H. It is as good for children of
(Deity Except Sunday.)
He Walked up to the pair. •
don, the .king before his departure
as
it
is
for
people,
grown-up
and
I
other
smirked
The
over
the
hidden
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 8
"I have not got any money just
recommend it. It is tine for La Grippe." giving the perfect of pollee $50.0 for
Sold by all druggists.
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Erane now." be said to the restaurant keepthe poor of Paris.
er, "but -if you will let me have someVille and way landings at 11 a. m.
WOMAN,
LOSER
IN RACES, FLEES
•••••••.,••••••••
Special excursion rate now in et thing to eat I will gladly come back
For the
fact from Paducah to Evansville an: this afternoon anti pay you double."
We
Police Seek Ex-Illinoisan Said To Re
Neither Mali spoke at first. Philip
return, $4.1.0. Elegant music on the
was always unconscious of the quaint
Short in Accoonon$2,200.
'Post. Tabl• unsurpassed.
discrepancy between his style of
speech and his attire. He used to re
New Orleans, June 12.--Mrs. Ada
Denatured
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
sent bitterly the astonishment exhibitMears, 25 yeark.eld, who for three
ed by strangers, but today he was far
years has been cashier In the office of
Alcohol
For the convenience of our
a typewriter company, is -sought by
Leaves Paittecah for Cairo and val removed aoove these considerations,
patrons we have .equipped ourthe police on the charge of being
landings at 8 a. m, sharpe, daily, ea cud he backed his rev:pleat with a pleasselves especially for prompt and
short $2,200 In her amounts and also
We take pleasure in announcrept Sunday. Special excursion rate, lint smile.
The fat man grew apoplectic anti
with having raised a cheek from
efficient prescription service.
ing that we now have Denatu red
now in effect from Paducah to Cain fumed
his eyes to the sky.
$250 to $400. The detectives say Mrs.
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
We have two bicycle messenand return, with or without meals
"Well, I'm"- he ephittered.
Mears was a very heavy loser at the
be used for burning purposes
gers on duty all the time and a
and room. Good music and table un
The greengrocer laughed, and Philip
winter ram meeting here. The womonly, as nearly every one now
hurry call to Phone 77 will meet
•
Surpassed .
blushed.
an, with her husband, loft the city
knows, but for use in the arta
with a hurry responee always.
"Do you refuse?' he Mild, with his
For further information apply tA
more than a week ago, but no exand mechanics it is the most
B. A. Fowler General Pass. Agent, cm downright manner and ditkee stare.
Our Prescription Department
amination of her accounts was made
"Weil, of all the cool cheek"- Tbe
economical and satisfactory fue
Is in charge of a Registered
until today. The couple came here
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent. a
stout person's feelings were too much
known.
from western Illinois.
Pharmacist of twenty years' exFowler-Crincbaugh & 0o.e. ease for him. He could find no other words.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
perience, and only pure and full
Pole vlerwee- No al.
"It is a fair offer," persisted the boy.
A HAPPY MOTHER
also burns without any of its
strength drugs are used in the
.777
' You don't think I mean to swindle
Win see that her baby is properly
offensive odor. Next time try
compounding of pres:riptiona.
cared for-to do this a good purgative
you, surely?"
II necessary. Many babies suffer from
it in your chafing dish or alcoEverything is done just its care"Well, there! I never did!"
worms and their mothers don't know
hol heater; It will he a revelaRut the greengrocer Intervened.
fully as if you know all about
It. If your baby is feverish and been
sleep. at nights It is troubled with
"Yott're is sharp lad," he guffawed.
tion to you. Be sure to phone
the business and were there to
worms. White's Cream Vermifuge will
"Dye want a Job?'
WINSTEAD'S,
clean out these worms in a milt's,
watch each operation. We befor
no
other
Round trip ell-tendon rate*
pleasant way. Once tried always used.
"No," was the short reply. "I want
Paducah druggist handles it. lieve that kind of service is aptie.
Price
a
trial.
Give
it
from Pativiceh to Cincinnati,
something to eat."
Sold by all druggists.
preciated: the rapid growth of
Both Phones 756.
"Dnith my buttons, an' you're a likeHt. Louis and Memphis, which
our business shows it.
ly
sort
of
it
kid
too.
to
In
get
you
go.
are as follows:
15c pt. and bottle; 5c rebate
Nlaylield Military t'ompany.
I'll pay the bill. Lord Minnie, it'll do
So next time the doctor leaves
for bottle.
Mnyeeld, Ky., J
me good to see yen."
taryn
Paducah to Cincinnati and
ounrt 12.--A milia preecription at your house, Net
"Mr. JIM, are you mad?' demanded
company was
nized here last
return
..
11111.0o
step to the phone and call
25c 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
hi. neighgor, %%Metes breath had renight with 45 metnliets. Lewis Robfor bottle.
gt. lowela
t uyned to him.
7.50
bins was elected captain, Dr.
H.
3dc 2 pt. and bottle: 10c .rehate
'Not a bit of it. 'rho bloomite kid
13oinvell, first lieutenant, and Chester
lUemphis
TAO
, for bottle,
can't get through a bob's worth if he
Byrn teemed lieutenant.
berate himself. 'Ere, I'll bet you two
bob 'e pays up."
, A man never has any trouble shoot
"Done! Walk in, air. Worn you he
Either Plionei se. 77.
hip habits when he is carried away
pleased to 'ave. sir?"
()Moe Richmond House.:
work.
some
great
by
Prompt
Service Sc Telephone Orders
Agent for original Allegretti
Philip's indignation at the restaurant
Telephone 68 R,
Seventh and liroadwar,
keeper's eareoem yielded to his wish to
Oandies
Mont people ettelid fell short If
1
••••• ••••••
11)4/asured by the golden rule.
`e•Mr•S•••
•WeSse
•

A Lazy Liver

•
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1 DIAMONDS.

AFTER HARRIMAN

Great Summer Discount

DRAUGHON'S iirscITNiarg COLLEGES

By Louis Tracy,

GRAYSON
•

,P

SPRINGS

LAKE BREEZES

4

•
.

KY.

mANITou

JUDGE GORDON

STEAM CLYDE

Oak Dale Hotel
Dl

HENRY MANMEN, JR.

NEW STATE HOTEL

s.

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

•#

Cilauber's Stable.

CHAFING DISH

•

ral

Our Quick Serrice
Prescription Depar I ment

are ready for all hinds of hauling.

TELEPHONF 499

.1111' ‘f

For a tonic or stimulant there is
nothing superior to the

Early Times
Or

LEE LINE STEAMERS

Jack Beam

Will J. Gilbert

O. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

S. II. WINSTEAD

4th and Broadway

as it is aged by a natural .
process. Read the government
stamp---shows nine summers'old.
Sold everywhere.
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months ago an obscure wine grower
' ajwaissweerviwinpowigiangeWa
.
n oddirlta
l
apremiliftairenglinaopluineepioasinitaihnocartrewelwifts„,,a1R1
of Argeliers. Now he is acclaimed. as
a "redeemer" and seems to hold the
south of France in the hollow of hid
hand. His orders are implicitly and
unquestionably obeyed, and by the
power of organiz.ation with which he
is eudowed he has proved himself
to be a born leader of men. It is reelStrike Against Taxes in the ized among the hot blooded people of
the south such a man might fire a
Vineyard Districts
formidable revolution.
Government Can IS, Little.
liteond 'Liaising A dill forbidding
Falling 15T of Business Cilliseti the fra ud i n th e mnfact ure of Wine th e
government van do little, all the exGrape Growers to Fight Colperts who have investigated the conlection of Revenue.
ditions having found that the real
DRY 000D-5*
CARP_ ff-rs
depremilon was caused by ove:spro?his sale has been such a success
Second Floor—Skirts, Suits, Quilts
Should go to an individual or
duction, for wttich even the rigorous
Will he of double intei est tomoi row
an institution that opposeS the
Rugs, Trunks, Valises
GREAT MANY OFFICIALS RESIGN. suppression of fraud will be no remTHE srooz
principles of unionism. The
CUP THE PEOPLE
edy. The only solution they report is
men who advocate long hours
the ahandennient of much of the wine
and low wages should not reacreage In favor of regular farm crops
•
ceive any benefit from union
Paris, June 12.—A revolution, as anti truck gardening.
conditions. They should get
yet peaceful, but none the less forThe outlook has eausethaAch agitheir business from the nonfoldable, is spreading all user the tation in the press. The Aurore says
south of France, In accord with the it thinks the government should treat
enion and unskilled Mechanic,
Think of this, Mr. Union Man,
program of Mareellin Albert, the the impoverished wine growers as If
We will sell tomorrow (Thursday)
when you spend That Dollar.
leader of the rebellious wine growers, they had been overtaken by a catas2 bales of Rugs, good patterns,
in our Suit Department. two dozen
the officials of scores of cities resign- trophe and distribute money for their
fringed, size 30x50,
White Linen Suits, full length
ed today, and the movement is rap- relief.
Thursday
jacket or eton suits, pretty, well
idly spreading.
"It would cost several miliions,••
The action of the civic authoritle.,,the paper adds, "but If if would remade skirts, worth lots
S
1 case of Hammocks, a good
In quitting office will throw the en- store tranquility, why hesitate?"
more money,
quality of strong, durable hamThe Echo de Paris says the govtire south into a eoneEtion of anarchy.
mocks, extra size, good
The government will have to inter- ernment undoubtedly has the right
Another lot just a little nicer,
fore to preserve order, and the le- to arrest M. Albert, the 'eader of the
colors,
Thursday
$1.75
with braided jackets,
sue can on:y be conjectured.
movement, but it dreads the consefor
In the chamber of deputies today quences of such action. The paper
1 cases of White Spreads, extra
the preliminaries of the government's further asserts that the government
size,
best value ever offered, Ono
dozen
Linen
5
White
Skirts,
well
bill for the prevention of the adulter- "cannot yield to the anti-republican,
Thursday
made, new cut, good
ation of wine were discussed. In the Illegal and anti-patriotic challenge,"
quality of cloth, for
course of the debate Andre C. DuI,
Well, here is something pat will interest
bois, unified socialist, suggested the
1 case of Fringed Spreads, C. C. or
you—a
Trunk and Suit Case Sale.
Already Bloused.
1W QUOIN. ILL., SUFFERS SFA'OND establishment of a state monopoly of
1 lot of Brown Voile Skirts
plain, best value ever
alcohol, such as exists for tobacco, deVISITATION,
(leather shade) with 5 rows of
shown anywhere, Thursday I.
A good grade of heavy bound trunks, well
claring this to be the only effective
made, good lock, size 21132x19, Thursday.
silk bands, best quality of voile,
solution of the diflicultj. The debate
our regular $12.50 skirts,
Heavy brass bump& steel bound trunks, two heave
No house in Paduc,ah or any
went over until tomorrow when Fifor..
S10
leather straps, size 19x21x32,
Several Buildings Damaged and Two nance Minister Oaillanx will explain
other
place can give you better
Thursday
• People
Are
Probably
how the hi') meets the situation.
You
know
value
without
for
going
us
into
your money than we can
Killed.
Situation Is Most Grave.
Heavy brass bumbs, brass catches, stsel bound
details the values our Suit Departin Room Size Rugs, Carpets, Mattrunks, two leather straps, exceptional
By the terms of tne resolutions
•
value, size 36121x23, Thursday
ment has offered the people this
$1le00
ting, Linoleum, etc.
which half a million people at Montpelier yesterday swore with uplifted
season.
Steamer
Well,
trunks,
when
best
we
give
values ever offered,
Du Quoin, III., June 12.—The secIt will pay you to investigate
hands to execute, the Inhabitants reat
special values it's up to you.
ond of a series of June cyclones pre
*3 50, 15.00, 36 00. 3000
fuse to pay tares unless parliament
this matter.
dicted for southern Illinois swept
Large tourist compartment trunks,
affords relief. If they carry out their
over the city and surrounding comextra sizes, at.
9
threat the civil government will
--wmunity last night and while it was -ease to
reign from the Spanish froncomparatively brief in duration, the
5uit Cases and Hand Bags
tier to the Rhone, comprising the
damage inflicted will be almost as departments
of Herrault,
Amide,
heavy as that of Friday's storm.
See a special value in suit cases we offer Thursday;
I-tante-Garonne, and
Pyrenees-OrtIf it's not convenient joi
It's a good leather case, good Size and
The A. M. E. Zion churh was de- entales.
lj it's not convenient .t6r
well made, at.
molished by the storm.
you to come to our salts we
The situation is all the more grave
Shortly before the storm a man
Other cases at from $1-50 to $12,00.
_you to come to our sales we
because it constitutes a unanimous
will fill your orders on
and a child were seen to seek stetter
Hand
bags
mei
*.
of
all
descriptions Sod
protestation of the population, and
will fill your orders on
underneath the church which was on
any price
goods we advertise, providbeing accompanied by disorder, furgoods
a temporary foundatken and it is bewe advertise, providnishes the government with no preWe buy these goods In cur load lots and, of course,
ing letter was written day
Mrs. Spat- Ab, at last: Here Is
lieved they were crushed.
text to resort to force.
ing
letter
was written day
we can sell cheaper.
where some great man says bachelor;
Damage to various buildings is reof sale.
Marcellin
Albert,
the
leader
of
(Third
the
heaven.
cannot
Floor)
reach
ported. The storm was accompanied
y sale.
movement, was until a couple of
Mr. Spat- Oh, that's all right They
by teriffic rain fall and hail.
are satisfied, I am sure. They have
heaven right here on earth.

NOT A

FRANCE IN THROES
CENT I OF REVOLUTION

Second Chursday of Our

OF A

Annual June Clearance Sale ;

UN Mall's
Money

Tomorrow (Thursday) will be marked with unquestionable
bargains on our Second Floor.

White Linen Skirts,
Suits, Etc.

Are You Going Away.

•

Rugs, Quilts, Hammocks, Etc.

98c

PADUCAH TYPOGRAPHICAL
UNION NO, 134

3 25

$3.75

ANOTHER STORM

$4,00

$6.50

•

$20 $21

OUT OF TOWN CUSTOMERS

OUT Of TOWN CUSTOMERS

50c to $15
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Great Britain Provides Amply for LYNCITINGI TRIAL IS RESUMED.
the Illinois Cesare!, is confined
by IMPERILS LIFE ELECTION BILL.
Orange River Country.
Hines&
London, June 12.s-betters patent Government Seeks To Prove ConspirMurray, KY , June I2.—The murNew York Senate Attaches Amendacy HMVI'Vell Sheriff and Mob.
establishing a responsible government
ray baseball team will hereafter wear
(.;ARUFKYS FATE HANGS ON WORD
ment to Insurance Measure,
River
colony
were
In
Orange
isthe
the name of W. (3. W. The WoodChattanooga, Tenn., June 12. *sued today. s With a few modifies600 Pounds of Iron on Foot.
men purchased new uniforms for the
If "Misdemeanor" Is Interpreted as
Albany, June 12.—The senate last
Dons the new government follows the Tile government today resumed takSteve Ruse)', colored, a laborer in
boys.
"Crime" He Must Stay Out.
night amended the bill prohibiting
lines laid down in the Transvaal con- ing of testimonyT in the Sheriff Shipp the gang of Dos Alsman In the local
salaried agents of life insurance comstitution. The announeement is gen- contempt case, which followed the Illinois Central shop yards, was inMiss Ruby, the pretty and accomeNew York, Jnne 12'.—When Ender' panies from activity in elections,
and
erally well received by the members lynching of Ed. Johnson, a negro, af- jured by falling iron
listed daughter of Dr. and Nine W.
bars In the Caruso,
the famous tenor, comes back by so doing, so late in- the session,
of the house of commons and the ter the federal supreme court had blacksmith shop this morning. He
M. Mason, and Mr. Rob Roy Hicks
to America to fulfill the $200,00e Imperiled the enactment of the bill.
threatened hostile Criticism is not granted a stay of execution, just as was rolling driving wheels through
will be married at the home of the
ILOOK OVER THE TOWN,
though no adjournment had been ta- the shops when several heavy, pieces contract the Metropolitan Opera emu The amendment, whkh was adopted
likely to develop.
bride in Hazel next Wsdnesday evenpany has made with him he will have by a vote of 26 to 15, permits agents
In transmitting the letters to the ken two months ago. J. R. Curtis, a of iron, weighing several
and afterwards, if you are interested
hundred a
ing at S:30 o'clock.
hard time getting into the country. to electioneer outside of office hours.
newepapor
reporter,
and
S.
T.
Wilpounds,
In property anywhere in it, call on us governor of the colony, the earl of
were dislodged and fell on
Commissioner
of
immigration The bill was agreed on by the joint
Alford Lassiter, an old and highly and we will give jou any information Elgin, secretary of state for the col- cox, head of the police commission his left foot. Busey took off his shoe,
W'atehorn said today that he could commitees on insurance 'after conferonies, conveyed Kind Edward's sin- here, testified during the morning. "crossed" the injured
member sevrespected citizen of the east part of about it we can. We have
not permit Caruso to enter. The ences with Governor Hughes and repcere satisfaction that free institu- The latter mid no officer at the coun- eral times, donned' the
footwear
the county. died Sunday and
was
HOUSES TO SELL
question
was put to the official today reseutativee of the various insurance
called
jail
ty
aid
for
night.
Tothat
again,
and
went about his business.
tions no less ample than those given
buried Monday in the family ceme- In the
as what he proposed to do.
most desirable sections
companies.
the Transvaal were granted the Or- morrow the government will Intro- Ordinarily such a weight would crush
tery. He was the father of Road SuWe have also lots that look unus"The law is very plain that a perduce Arthur Waller, a convicted every hone in the foot. The negro did
ange River colony.
pervisor Jake Lassiter, Dick beget- ually
son who has committed a crime cangood for future development,
The wording of the message is murderer in state's prison, to prove net go to the hospital.
Elephant Kills a Boy.
ter, Enos and Ruffle Lassiter.
and that will prove profitable ,investnot come Into America," he said,
If
conspiracy
possible
between
a
the
considered another instance of his
Buffalo, June 12.—Goaded to fury
ments.
"hut in this case It is hard to diesel by
lynchers and the sheriff's officers.
majesty's diplomatic tact.
the torments of a dozen small
Too Specific Form.
—"Crom-country runs" are great
fy Caruso's offense, lie pleaded
boys who had followed her for *leyMr..E. J. Heckel, 1,1;ie popular Ilthings for the health—and "cross-city'
guilty to the charge and he willingly eral
It takes a man with a tot of brass linois Central
blocks of the parade today and
engine foreman, is to
runs"—in Answering %tent ads.—are
HOTEL ARMY A LS.
to dispose of a gold brick.
be married, and was completely rout- paid the tine. That eettles that. He pelted her with small missiles, Ruth,
Palmer--D. T. Castello, St Louts;
line for the pocketbook.
ed by embarrassment when applying is guilty. -But under the statutes of a feature of Cole Brothers' circus,
F. J. Stein, Sikeston, Mo.; J E MurReal Estate and Rentals
for his pass to St. Louis where the New York he was charged with a mle and said to be the largest living eleLouisKranshaw,
Detroit;
phy,
J. N.
"Say, paw, who is the greatest livdemeanor. Now if that misdemeanor
ceremony is to be performed.
phant. shot her trunk into a densely
Fire, Aireident, Health, Life and ville; E. M. Fisher, Nashville; A. B.
So
ing American?"
a crime he cannot come back Into packed
great
was
his
embarrassme
crowd of spectators at La
nt that he
Pratt,
Baltimore;
Green.
NashG.
M.
Liability
insuraftee.
"We can't tell until the end of
tangled up his application, making this country,
Fayette Square in Maio 'street. When
vile; J. D. Rowlett, Murray: J. H.
the season, my son. Run along." —
am
"I
not
permitted
to
interpret she withdrew It the .body of 12-yeardoubtless one of the most unique apBoth Phone/1127,
West, Cincinnati: C. W.. Wishing,
51Ewaultee Sentinel.
plications ever filed Is local Illinois the law. This is a new phase, and old Rooco Laquino dangled in the air.
Wooster, 0.; W. T. Shirley, New
when Caruso arrives, I will have.to
Central offices.
4••••••• York.
A regular form is supplied for ap- send to•Washinegton for an interpreBelvedere—G. E. Clark, EvansRat Killing Day in St. Louis.
plications fres -passes. It reads "from tation and instructions,
ville; .1. W. Adam, St. Louis; Harry
St. Louis, Mo., done 12.—"Down
"in
any
event, if he comes here
---to--and return via--good for--on
Hogg, Nashville; J. D. Jones. Waverwith rats" is the slogan in St. Louis.
account of--Purpose of trip, etc." before this matter is settled, I will and
ly, Tenn.; H. C. Brasfield, Memphis:
June 15 has been set apart as a
have
to
hold
him
a
Passes
prisoner
are
on
issued
"on
Ellis
account
of
emG. W. Browder. Franklin; J. I. Palday for conoerted efforts to destroy
Island."
ployment
of
road" for "purpose of
mer, Mayfield.
rodents. Poison, traps. clubs, dogs
visit." etc. Mr. Heckel in making out
New Richmond--H. E. Butterfield,
and all other means of extermination
this form drew it in this way.
The Evening Sun-10c. a week.
Indianapolis; E. E. Arnold. Perrywill be used In the war on the pest.
"To St. Louis, return via Cairo,
ville, Tenn.; Ft. II. Evens, Farminggood
days,
for
on
30
Maraccount
dr
ton; P. E. Hodge, Mulliken; W. F.
riage. Purpose of trip 'Wedding,' and
A
Luther, Wingo: R. F. Forter, Vicksturned it over to Yardmaster Sulliburg; W. J. Slayden, Lob; Dr. F. A,
van.
Shemwell, Birdsville:
E. Hodge,
TH
Mr. Hackett will marry a St. Louie
Birdaville.
Largest Teddy Bear in Captivity
girl on June 25, and will leave PaduSt. Nichoiae--J. A. Smith, Benton;
cah about the 20th. He refused to
G W. Stroud, Berry Ferry; Emma
ditsclotee the name of his bride-to-be,
Sehroman. Benton; F. Ramage, Cerra
Sun Job Rooms having intended making the wedding
vine; Charles Barry, Lexington. Term
We
a surprise.
Jas. Bearrdon, Benton; 8 Bynum,
Phone 3584
Murray; Zilene Phillips, Murray; I.
Comply With haw.
Frwelot, Memphis;
A. L. Patmore,
Passenger officials of the Illinois.
Kuttawa,
Indiana and Missouri lines met in St.
EIE largest Teddy Bear in captivity is
chained up in our
Louis recently for an infcartnal digSmokes 100 Cigarette ell Do!.
west window, so that every boy and girl ill
ression of the 2 cent fare law, The
Warsaw, Id., Jtine 12.—likiwais+
Pulucah can
There is no investment which pays you more dIvidenda in "self
Illinois lines got together in the
see it. He is a beautiful animal, standing
Merrill. who is confined in the Neel
nearly
three and a
respect" than a few dollars in nice furniture.
morning, Chairman Meheod of the
ty jail awaiting the action of th ,
half feet high and all the youngsters who have seen
him will be
Western
Passenger
expectation. pregrand jury on a charge of burr' ,
Brighten up your home. If you think :tou can't afford it, you
anxious to know bow they may win him
siding, and the Mix/pour! lines Met in
for their own. If you
recently brought against him, ow
don't know how reasonably priced our furniture is, and how easily
the afternoon, with Chairman Hanwant to find out how you can get him, come
his own record at cigaret smoking 0:
down to The Honse
We have the men who know
negan of the Southwestern ARSOCiftwe enal le you to pay for its
Sunday by Oisposing of 100 of th ,
of Quality and let les tell you about
it. Those that come soonest
how
to
do
your
tion,
presiding.
just
work
as
The
whole
situation
"pills." Re ured up a box bf 51,
have the best chance, so
was carefully considered at both conit should be done, and we
matches 1r, lightieg them. Ile Is. ,
A DOLLAR DOWN AND A SMALL WEEKLY PAYMENT
ferences, but no definite conelusiona
MeCrill r0CPIVPS Ito
physical wreck
make an effort all all times to
were reached. rend it was determined
"makin's" from friends, who I,
and It IS 11,11,11 before you are hardly aware of it.
Come in the Morning and Find
give you just what you want.
to refer all questions to the associathem to the jail. He wayn he se . ,
tion,
conference,'
to
be
held
next
Let us figure with you the
die without them. His downfall Is
Out How to Win Him.
week In Chicago, the Western associattributed to eigarete.
next time you need any printation meeting on Tuesday /and the
ing—probably we can save
Cen t re I Passenger association on
$1.000 Is Pocket of Maniac.
Wedtnesday. The concenaus of Opinyou some money. We know
Grant'
Neb . .1 mine I? ion was that- thelaw would be strict
Joseph eweitzer, a wealthy Ilmoklyn
we can give you satisfactory
I I umeorpor•t•4./
'I complied with—the Ittladouri law
.rnani, was foetid today wandering In
work, and give it to you
tektng effete Stine 15 slid the Minn!.
"The
House
of Quality."
a swamp near here in a demented
law July 1.
promptly.
oondition with $1,e00 in his pocket
422-424 Broadway
NIA a Ucket to Satz Francisco.
Mr. Pettlilor Kirk, special agent for

RAILROAD NOTES

H. C. HOLLINS

WHEN

You Want Any
Printing

You Usually

Want it at Once

Are Going to Give Him Away

This Three Piece Set $35.00
Others from $12.50 to $150

1

Does all kinds of printing

T
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L. W. HENNEBERGER CO,
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